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par
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Résumé

BAGDAMS (BAsic Graphical DAta Management System-Système de base pour
la gestion des données graphiques) est un ensemble de sous-programmes
FORTRAN ayant de bonnes caractéristiques de manipulation et une capacité
souple et appropriée pour la structuration du stockage massif des données.
Quoique conçu en premier lieu pour faciliter la manipulation des fichiers
de données graphiques (fichiers contenant des informations devant être
affichées sur des dispositifs destinés aux graphiques) le système BAGDAMS
peut également être employé pour de nombreuses autres applications néces-
sitant de complexes structures pour le stockage massif des données.

Le manuel est divisé en deux parties. La première partie offre une
introduction rapide aux principales installations du système BAGDAMS
au moyen de deux programmes donnés à titre d'exemples.

La deuxième partie constitue le manuel de référence du système BAGDAMS.
On y trouve des renseignements détaillés au sujet des séquences d'appel
des sous-programmes du système BAGDAMS et des définitions précises con-
cernant les concepts en jeu dans le traitement des fichiers graphiques
du système BAGDAMS.

Les annexes donnent des précisions au sujet de la mise en oeuvre de la
version 0.1 du système BAGDAMS et elles décrivent quelques sous-programmes
comportant des données graphiques qui utilisent ce système et que l'on
emploie pour afficher le contenu de fichiers graphiques sur divers matériels.
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Abstract

BAGDAMS (BAsic Graphical DAta Management System) is a
set of FORTRAN callable subroutines which provides very
flexible and convenient mass storage data structuring
and manipulation capabilities. Although primarily designed
to facilitate the handling of graphical data files (files
containing information to be displayed upon graphical
hardware devices) BAGDAMS can also be used in many other
applications requiring complex, mass storage resident
data structures.

The manual is divided into two parts. Part I provides
a quick introduction to the major BAGDAMS facilities by
way of two example programs.

Part II is the BAGDAMS Reference Handbook. It provides
detailed information about the calling sequences of the
BAGDAMS routines and precise definitions of the concepts
involved in processing a BAGDAMS graphical file.

Appendices contain details of the BAGDAMS Version 1.0
implementation and also describe some graphics subroutines
which use BAGDAMS and which are used in a system to display
the contents of graphical files on a variety of hardware
devices.
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BASIC GRAPHICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
(BAGDAMS VERSION 1.0)'

USER'S GUIDE AND REFERENCE HANDBOOK

INTRODUCTION

1) General Description of BAGDAMS

BAGDAMS (BAsic Graphical DAta Management System) is a
set of FORTRAN callable sûb"routines which provides very
flexible and convenient mass storage data structuring
and manipulation capabilities. Although primarily
designed to facilitate the handling of graphical data
files (files containing information to be displayed
upon graphical hardware devices) BAGDAMS can also be
used in many other applications requiring complex, mass
storage resident data structures. In this manual
BAGDAMS will mainly be considered as it applies to the
management of graphical files.

2) About This Manual

This manual is divided into two parts. Part I provides
a quick introduction to the major BAGDAMS facilities by
way of two example programs. Careful reading of this
part of the manual should provide adequate background
for getting started with BAGDAMS.

Part II is the BAGDAMS Reference Handbook. It provides
detailed information about the calling sequences of the
BAGDAMS routines and precise definitions of the con-
cepts involved in processing a BAGDAMS graphical file.
Part II also discusses the general implementation
scheme for BAGDAMS Version 1.0. Much of the material
in Part II is illustrated by means of the same example
which is developed fully in Part I. Thus, it is sug-
gested that at least Section 1 of Part I be read before
proceeding to Part II.

The Appendices are mainly concerned with some of the
details of the BAGDAMS Version 1.0 implementation. In
addition, some of the graphics subroutines which make
use of BAGDAMS and which are used with BAGDAMS are
discussed. Of particular interest is Appendix P which
deals with the routines for displaying the contents of
graphical files on hardware devices.
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PART I: INTRODUCTION TO BAGDAMS

1) Example to be Used

This part of the manual introduces BAGDAMS using two
example programs. Both programs deal with the same
example, a drawing of a house. The first program creates
a BAGDAMS graphical file containing the information
describing the house. The second program reads through
the information in the file and modifies some of it.

Although the example is fairly simple, it is by no means
trivial. The programs illustrate most of the important
capabilities of BAGDAMS within a context which is similar
to those in which BAGDAMS will normally be used. Further-
more, the coding of the programs has been done in such a
way as to provide a good example of how to use the BAGDAMS
routines in real applications.

Before presenting the two example programs themselves it is
first necessary to discuss the features of the example,
the drawing of the house, which are to be described. The
information describing these features will be saved and
manipulated in a graphical file using the BAGDAMS routines.

Consider the drawing of the house shown in Figure 1.
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The house consists of a roof, a wall, two windows,
and a door. In addition, there is a title, "MY
HOUSE", on the drawing. (The two labels "Wl" and
"W2", as well as some non-graphical information
such as the price and style of the windows in the
house, will be discussed later.)

HOUSE

R00 00R TITLE

Figure 2: The Major Components of the Drawing of
the House

The triangular roof is composed of three line
segments. A series of connected line segments is
given the name POLYGON. A POLYGON consisting of N
line segments can be completely specified by N+l
vertex coordinate values : the first line segment
joins the first vertex to the second vertex; the
second line segment joins the second vertex to the
third vertex; ...; the Nth line segment joins the
Nth vertex to the CN+l)th vertex. Thus, the roof
is a POLYGON that can be completely specified by
four coordinate values, the locations of its
vertices. (Since the roof is a closed POLYGON the
first and last vertices have the same value.)

Similarly, the wall consists of three line segments
the two sides and the bottom. It too is a POLYGON
specified by four coordinate values.

The title is an example of TEXT. TEXT is a string
of characters with a specified size and location
within the drawing.

HOUSE

ROOT v , WALL
POLYGONV POLYGON

vertices^1* vertices/

WIND0W1 WIND0W2 DOOR TITLE
TEXT

: HOUSE"]
FIGURE 3: POLYGONS and TEXT in the Drawing of the House



The two windows and the door can be regarded as
subdrawings within the drawing of the house. The
door subdrawing, which will be called DOORDRAW,
consists of a frame and a window. The rectangular
door frame is a POLYGON of five vertices. The
window, like the two windows in the drawing of the
house, can be considered a subdrawing within the
drawing of the door. Thus, the window subdrawing
is repeated in three different places.

The window subdrawing, which will be called WINDOWDRAW,
is composed of a frame and a crossbar. The frame
is a POLYGON of five vertices and the crossbar is a
POLYGON of two vertices. Each repetition or instance
of the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing can be specified by
indicating its location and size within the drawing
containing it. Similarly, the DOORDRAW subdrawing
is located within the drawing of the house at a
specified location and having a specified size.

/ -.OL-iG-.V \ I POLYGON \ l '.•.TjncWDRAW W WT.'iD-WLT-AK W DC^DFAW W TEXT \
-l M v - r T - c e s J U v e r t i r e s J I ~UB?F.Mvi:iO; I S^EDFAWIN.- M SUBT'i-AVINR I ("MY HOUSE")
V ' V \loc-.-,1:on •• r . i .- .o ' V o c a t i o n •. s i r . o ' M o c a t i p . S s i i o ' V '

T I T L L
'EXT

CUSE"

Figure U: Subdrawings Within the Drawing of the House

The two windows within the house have labels "Wl"
and "W2" attached to them. These labels are, of
course, TEXT. In addition, associated with each
window in the house, including the window within
the door, is certain information of a nonvisible
or non-graphical nature. This window data includes
the supplier, style, size, and price of the window.
For WINDOW1, the supplier is PALOTTS AND DOOLITTLE,
style Z3684j size 0.875 x 1.532 m, and price
$124.98. The non-graphical information associated
with (or attached to) the other windows is shown
in Figure 5, the final description of the drawing
of the house.
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Figure 5: Complete Description of the Drawing of the House
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2) Creating a Graphical File

The program to be presented in this section uses the
BAGDAMS routines to create a BAGDAMS graphical file
containing the information describing the drawing of
the house discussed in Section 1. Note that the final
description of the drawing of the house, contained in
Figure 5 at the end of Section 1, is a structured
description. The house is described in terms of smaller
components; some of these components are in turn described
in terms of smaller components; and so on. The information
contained in the graphical file to be created using the
BAGDAMS routines will provide the same structured
description of the drawing of the house. This will, for
example, allow questions such as, "What is the price of
the window in the door of the house?" to be answered by
searching through the structure for the appropriate
piece of information.

When creating a graphical file using the BAGDAMS routines
it is necessary to build the structured description from
the bottom up. First the most basic building blocks, such
as POLYGON and TEXT, must be described. Then particular
instances of these building blocks can be grouped together
into larger components, the subdrawings. Subdrawings can
in.turn be used when creating even larger components.
For the example of the house, the basic building blocks
such as POLYGON and TEXT will be described first. Then
the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing will be described, followed
by the DOORDRAW subdrawing which contains an instance of
the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing. Finally the house will be
described as composed of a DOORDRAW subdrawing, two
instances of the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing, and some POLYGON
and TEXT building blocks.

Now that the general order of events has been outlined,
the program itself can be presented and discussed. For
reference purposes, a listing of the program is given

• in Appendix A(a).

To initialize the BAGDAMS routines, the following declaration
and statements are needed:

INTEGER FIT(400)

CALL FILEGR(FIT,3LLFN,7LMYH0USE)
CALL OPENGR(FIT)
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The array FIT is used by BAGDAMS as a work area. It is
also used to hold information regarding the current
status of the graphical file which is needed by BAGDAMS for
its internal processing. The two parameter values 3LLFN
and 7LMYH0USE in the call to FILEGR specify that the
graphical file is to be given the logical file name MYHOUSE.
Following the call to OPENGR BAGDAMS is ready to begin
storing information in the file MYHOUSE.

The first step toward describing the drawing of the house
is to define the basic building blocks that will be
used in constructing the description. For describing
the house, four different building blocks are required.
The first two building blocks are POLYGON and TEXT, which
were discussed earlier. POLYGON and TEXT are examples of
ATOM building blocks. ATOMS are used to describe the
visual features of a drawing, such as the triangular roof
and the title on the drawing of the house.

The third building block required is a TRANSFORM building
block called WINDOWING. TRANSFORMS are used to describe
the placement of subdrawings within a drawing. For
example, the WINDOWING TRANSFORM will be used to specify
the location and size of the door within the house.

The fourth and final building block required is a BONG
(Block Of Non-Graphical data) building block called
WINDOWINFO. BONGS are used for specifying non-visible
or non-graphical information. The non-graphical data
associated with the windows in the house will be specified
using WINDOWINFO BONGS.

The basic building blocks can be regarded as the data
records which make up the graphical file. Before any of
these data records can be stored in the file their formats
must be specified. The building block formats are defined
by the following fragment of code:

INTEGER BONGTAB(10)

DATA NFLDBNG/5/
DATA BONGTAB/1OHSUPPLIER , -60,

$ 10HSTYLE , 30,
$ 10HWIDTH , 60,
$ 10HHEIGHT , 60,
$ 10HPRICE , 20/

CALL FINITGR(FIT,'ALL')
CALL FSAVEGR(FIT,•BONG•,•WINDOWINFO•,NFLDBNG,BONGTAB)
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FINITGR is a system utility subroutine that defines the
formats of the most commonly used building blocks,
including the POLYGON and TEXT ATOMS and the WINDOWING
TRANSFORM. The important characteristics of these
building blocks will be discussed later when they are
used to construct the drawing of the house. The WINDOWINFO
BONG building block is peculiar to the particular drawing
being constructed in this example. Thus, it is not one
of the common building blocks defined by FINITGR.

The call to FSAVEGR is used to specify the format of the
WINDOWINFO BONG. The second and third parameters in
the calling sequence indicate that a BONG (rather than an
ATOM or TRANSFORM) is being defined, and that it is to
be given the name WINDOWINFO. The fourth parameter,
NFLDBNG, specifies the number of fields in the definition
of the format. In this case there are five.

The last parameter in the call to FSAVEGR is an array
containing the five fields making up the format definition.
(Refer back to the WINDOWDATA blocks shown in Figure 5.)
Each field consists of two words. The first word contains
the name of the field and the second word contains the
length of the field, in bits. For example, the WIDTH and
the HEIGHT are both single precision real values that can
be stored in one word (60 bits) each. The PRICE can be
represented as an integer with an assumed decimal place
and- so can easily be packed into 20 bits. The STYLE is
a character string of maximum length 5 characters. It
only requires 30 bits (half a word) in which to be stored.
The SUPPLIER is also a character string, but it can be any
length. Since the number of words required to store the
.name of the supplier can vary from one instance of the
building block to the next, the length of the SUPPLIER
field is specified as -6 0. The minus sign indicates that
the field is a repeating field or variable length array.
Each element in the repeating field has length 60 bits
(1 word). The number of elements in the repeating field
will vary from instance to instance.

Having defined the formats of the basic building blocks
it is now possible to construct the larger components,
the subdrawings. The definition of the WINDOWDRAW
subdrawing is begun with the statement :

CALL DSAVEGR(FIT,•WINDOWDRAW','WINDOWING•)
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The second parameter in the call to DSAVEGR indicates
that the name of the drawing is WINDOWDRAW. The
third parameter indicates that the WINDOWING
TRANSFORM can be used to specify the placement of
the drawing within a larger drawing.

The WINDOWDRAW subdrawing consists of a frame and
a crossbar. Both are instances of the POLYGON
ATOM. To specify the frame of the window the
following code is used.

NAME = 10HFRAME
NPOINTS = 5
XARRAY(l) = 0
YARRAY(l) = 0
XARRAY(2) = 16777215
YARRAYC2) = 0
XARRAYO) = 16777215
YARRAYO) = 16777215
XARRAY(4) = 0
YARRAY(U) = 16777215
XARRAY(5) = 0
YARRAYC5) = 0
CALL POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XARRAY,YARRAY)

where the following declarations have been made at
the beginning of the program:

INTEGER XARRAY(5), YARRAYC5)
COMMON/MYHOUSE/FIT,BONGTAB

XARRAY and YARRAY contain the five XY-coordinate
values specifying the vertices of the POLYGON ATOM
describing the frame of the window. The definition
of the POLYGON ATOM requires that the coordinate
values be in the range 0 to 2Z1*-1 (22<>-l = 16777215),
for both the X-axis and the Y-axis. As shown in
Figure 6, these coordinate ranges can be regarded
as defining the area within which the drawing is
located. This area is called the drawing area.
Although Figure 6 shows the drawing area as being
square, this need not be the case. The drawing
area can be mapped onto a rectangular area of any
desired physical dimensions.
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Figure 6 : Drawing Area Defined by the POLYGON ATOM
Coordinate Ranges

The WINDOWING TRANSFORM will be used to specify the
size and location of the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing when
placing it within a larger drawing. This placement can
be done most conveniently when the subdrawing is defined
so as to cover its entire drawing area. Thus, the
XARRAY and YARRAY values are set as shown above to
specify the frame of the window as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 : Coordinate Values for Frame and Crossbar of
WINDOWDRAW Subdrawing
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Since the description of the house requires the
specification of a number of POLYGONS, the code
for defining an instance of the POLYGON ATOM,
given the coordinate values, is placed within a
subroutine called POLYGON. The POLYGON subroutine
is coded as follows :

SUBROUTINE POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XARRAY,YARRAY)
INTEGER FIT(UOO),BONGTAB(10),XARRAY(NPOINTS),YARRAY(NPOINTS)
COMMON/MYHOUSE/FIT,B0NGTAB
CALL ISAVEGRCFIT,NAME,'ATOM','POLYGON')
NCOORDS=2*NPOINTS
LINSTYL=1
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,'LINESTYLE',O,LINSTYL)
CALL RSAVEGR(FIT,'VERTICES',NCOORDS)
DO 100 I=1,NPOINTS

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,'VERTICES',I*2-1,XARRAY(I))
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,'VERTICES',1*2,YARRAY(I))

100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

The definition of the POLYGON ATOM instance is
begun with the call to ISAVEGR. The POLYGON
subroutine only stores parameter values in two of
the fields defined for the POLYGON ATOM. The
other fields of a POLYGON, which specify the
marking of the vertices with a character, are left
at their default value of zero, which means the
vertices are not marked.

The statement,

CALL PSAVEGRCFIT,'LINESTYLE',O,LINSTYL)

sets the parameter LINESTYLE=1. This means that
the vertices of the POLYGON are connected with
solid lines. If LINESTYLE=0, the default, the
vertices are not connected by line segments. (The
third parameter in the call to PSAVEGR has value
zero because LINESTYLE is not a repeating field.)

The other field of the POLYGON ATOM in which
parameter values must be stored is called VERTICES.
VERTICES is a repeating field that holds the XY-
coordinate values specifying the vertices of the
POLYGON. It contains two values for each vertex.
The call to RSAVEGR specifies the number of values
to be stored in the repeating field, i.e. it
specifies the length or the number of entries in
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the repeating field. The DO loop containing the
calls to PSAVEGR stores the coordinate values in
the VERTICES field. Notice that, in the case of
repeating fields, the third parameter of PSAVEGR
is used in much the same way as a FORTRAN array
index.

To complete the definition of the WINDOWDRAW
subdrawing the POLYGON describing the crossbar
must be specified. This is done in a manner
similar to that used when defining the frame. See
Figure 7 for the coordinate values used.

NAME=10HCROSSBAR
NP0INTS=2
XARRAY(1)=O
YARRAY(l)=8388608
XARRAY(2)=16777215
YARRÀY(2)=8388608
CALL POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XARRAY,YARRAY)

Having defined the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing, it is
now possible to describe the DOORDRAW subdrawing,
which contains an instance of WINDOWDRAW. To
begin the definition of the DOORDRAW subdrawing,

CALL DSAVEGRCFIT,'DOORDRAW1,'WINDOWING')

As with the: WINDOWDRAW subdrawing, a WINDOWING
.TRANSFORM can be used to specify the placement of
the DOORDRAW subdrawing within a larger drawing.
Again,' for convenience, the DOORDRAW subdrawing
will be defined so as to cover its entire drawing
area, as shown in Figure 8.

:>4
2 - 1

223

L 5,-22J ..

3*22°

T

0

Figure 8 : Coordinate Values for Frame and Window
of DOORDRAW Subdrawing
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The DOORDRAW subdrawing consists of a frame and a
window. The POLYGON describing the frame is
specified exactly the same way as the WINDOWDRAW
FRAME defined earlier:

NAME=10HFRAME
NPOINTS=5
XARRAY(1)=O
YARRAY(1)=O
XARRAY(2)=16777215
YARRAY(2)=0
XARRAY(3)=16777215
YARRAY(3)=16777215
XARRAY(4)=0
YARRAY(4)=16777215
XARRAY(5)=0
YARRAY(5)=0
CALL POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XARRAY,YARRAY)

The placement of the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing within
the door is specified using a WINDOWING TRANSFORM.
This is accomplished using the following code:

NAMINS=10HWINDOW
NAMDRA=10HWINDOWDRAW
IXLOC=3145728
IYL0C=8388608
IWIDTH=10485760
IHEIGHT=5242880
CALL SUBDRA(NAMINS,NAMDRA,IXLOC,IYLOC,IWIDTH,IHEIGHT)

NAMDRA indicates that this is an instance of the
WINDOWDRAW subdrawing. NAMINS specifies the name
of this instance to be the WINDOW, as opposed to
the FRAME of the DOOR. IXLOC and IYLOC specify
the location of the lower left corner of the
WINDOWDRAW subdrawing (see Figure 8). IWIDTH and
IHEIGHT specify the desired width and height of
the window.

Since several subdrawings are used in the description
of the house, the code for defining an instance of
a subdrawing, i.e. the code for specifying the
placement of a subdrawing within a larger drawing,
is put into a subroutine called SUBDRA. The
SUBDRA subroutine is coded as follows:



100

SUBROUTINE SUBDRACNAMINS,NAMDRA,XLOC,YLOC,WIDTH,HEIGHT)
INTEGER FITO00),B0NGTABQ0),TRANTAB(8),XLOC,YLOC,WIDTH,

$ HEIGHT,VALUVECC8)
COMMON/MYHOUSE/FIT,BONGTAB
DATA TRANTAB/7HXLOCDRA,7HYLOCDRA,8HWIDTHDRA,9HHEIGHTDRA,

$ 7HXLOCINS,7HYLOCINS,8HWIDTHINS,9HHEIGHTINS/
CALL ISAVEGR(FIT,NAMINS,'DRAWING*,NAMDRA)
VALUVEC(1)=O
VALUVEC(2)=0
VALUVEC(3)=16777215
VALUVEC (•+) =167 7 7 215
VALUVEC(5)=XLOC
VALUVEC(6)=YLOC
VALUVEC(7)=WIDTH
VALUVEC(8)=HEIGHT
DO 100 1=1,8

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,TRANTAB(I),0,VALUVEC(I))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

The array TRANTAB contains the names of eight of the fields
composing the definition of the WINDOWING TRANSFORM.
The array VALUVEC holds the corresponding data values
to be stored in these fields. Figure 9 illustrates the
WINDOWING TRANSFORM parameter specifications.

DRAWING AREA OF SUBDRAWING

s:

„ WTnTHDRA

-(XLOCDRA,YLOCDRA">

DRAWING AREA OF CURRENT DRAWING

2 2 4 - l

-WIDTHINS-

1
-(XLOCINS.YLOCINS)

Figure 9: The WINDOWING TRANSFORM Parameters
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The definition of the subdrawing instance is begun with
the call to ISAVEGR, which indicates that an instance
of the DRAWING specified by NAMDRA is to be added to
the larger drawing currently being defined. (Compare
this call of ISAVEGR with that used in the subroutine
POLYGON.)

The first four fields of the WINDOWING TRANSFORM specify
the rectangular portion of the subdrawing's drawing
area which is to be mapped into the current drawing
(see Figure 9). Recall that both the WINDOWDRAW and
the DOORDRAW subdrawings are defined so as to cover
their entire drawing areas. Thus, these first four
parameter values (VALUVEC(l) through VALUVEC(M-) ) specify
the entire drawing area.

The other four fields of the WINDOWING TRANSFORM (XLOCINS
through HEIGHTINS) specify the rectangular area into
which the subdrawing is to be mapped. These parameters
are set to the specified location and size of the
subdrawing instance.

The DO loop containing the call to PSAVEGR stores the
parameter values in their corresponding fields. Notice
that the WINDOWING TRANSFORM does not contain any
repeating fields.

Referring back to Figure 5 at the end of Section 1,
recall that there is a block of non-graphical data, a
WINDOWINFO BONG instance called WINDOWDATA, attached to
(or associated with) the DOORDRAW WINDOW. To attach
this non-graphical information to the WINDOW,

CALL ATTB0NG(18,'WILLIES WINDOW CO.',5RM26Q8,0.473,
$ 0.473,5287)

where the subroutine ATTBONG is coded as follows:

SUBROUTINE ATTBONG(NCHAR,ISUPPLY,STYLE,WIDTH,HEIGHT,PRICE)
INTEGER FIT(400),BONGTAB(10),ISUPPLY(1)
REAL VALUVEC(4)
COMMON/MYHOUSE/FIT,BONGTAB
CALL ASAVEGR(FIT,'WINDOWDATA','BONG','WINDOWINFO')
NWORD=(NCHAR+ 9)/10
CALL RSAVEGR(FIT,'SUPPLIER',NWORD)
DO 100 I=1,NWORD

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,'SUPPLIER',I,ISUPPLY(I))
100 CONTINUE

VALUVEC(1)=STYLE
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VALUVEC(2)=WÏDTH
VALUVEC(3)=HEIGHT
VALUVEC(4)=PRICE
DO 200 1=1 ,4

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,BONGTAB(1*2+1),0,VALUVEC(I))
200 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

The fields composing the WINDOWINFO BONG were discussed
earlier when its format was defined. The parameter
values specified in the call to ATTBONG are the values
to be stored in those fields. Notice that the first
parameter specifies the number of characters in the
name of the SUPPLIER. Also, the third parameter value
is specified using R format rather than H format since
the STYLE field is only 5 characters long and the
parameter value will be taken from the right-most 5
characters (30 bits) of the word containing the value.

Within the subroutine ATTBONG, the definition of the
attached instance of the WINDOWINFO BONG is begun with
the call to ASAVEGR. The calling sequence for ASAVEGR
is exactly the same as that, for ISAVEGR. However, by
calling ASAVEGR, the WINDOWINFO BONG will be attached
to the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing instance which was just
defined.

The call to RSAVEGR specifies the number of words (60
bit entries) in the repeating field SUPPLIER, needed in
order to hold the name of the supplier. The DO loop
following that call stores the name of the supplier in
the SUPPLIER field. The rest of the WINDOWINFO parameter
values are stored in their corresponding fields using a
technique analogous to that used in the subroutine
SUBDRA.

At last, having defined all of the components needed to
describe it, the drawing of the house itself can now be
defined. As with the WINDOWDRAW and DOORDRAW subdrawings,
the definition of the HOUSE DRAWING is begun with the
statement

CALL DSAVEGR(FIT,'HOUSE','WINDOWING')

Note that, if desired at some later time, the HOUSE
DRAWING could itself be used as a subdrawing within a
larger drawing. For example, a WINDOWING TRANSFORM
could be used to place the HOUSE DRAWING within a
landscape.
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The triangular roof of the house is specified by an
instance of the POLYGON ATOM. Refer back to Figure 1
for the coordinate values used.

NAME=10HROOF
NPOINTS=4
XARRAY(1)=524288
YARRAY(l)=8388608
XARRAY(2)=16252928
YARRAY(2)=8388608
XARRAY(3)=8388608
YARRAY(3)=14680064
XARRAY(4)=524288
YARRAY(4)=8388608
CALL POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XARRAY,YARRAY)

The wall of the house is also specified by a POLYGON:

NAME=10HWALL
NP0INTS=4
XARRAY(l)=2097152
YARRAY(l)=8388608
XARRAY(2)=2097152
YARRAY(2)=0
XARRAY(3)=14680064
YARRAY(3)=0
XARRAY(4)=14680064
YARRAY(4)=8388608
CALL POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XARRAY,YARRAY)

The left window is an instance of the WINDOWDRAW sub-
drawing. It is specified in much the same way as the
DOORDRAW WINDOW was specified:

CALL SUBDRACWIND0W1' ,'WINDOWDRAW1 ,3145728,3145728,
$ 26?1440,4194304)

Attached to the left window is the label "Wl". This
label is an attached instance of the TEXT ATOM. The
following code is used to specify the label:

CHARS(1)=127B (127B is ASCII code for W)
CHARS(2)=61B (61B is ASCII code for 1)
NCHARS=2
IXLOC=3670016
IYLOC=7340032
ISIZE=786432
CALL ASAVEGR(FIT,•LABEL','ATOM','TEXT')
CALL TEXT(NCHARS,CHARS,IXLOC,IYLOC,ISIZE)
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where the following declaration was made at the
beginning of the program:

INTEGER CHARS(3)

The definition of the TEXT ATOM requires that the
characters in the text string be specified by
their ASCII codes. IXLOC and IYLOC specify the
location of the lower left corner of the first
character in the string. ISIZE specifies the
height of the characters. Since the LABEL TEXT
ATOM instance is attached to WIND0W1, the WINDOWDRAW
subdrawing instance just defined, a call to ASAVEGR
is used instead of a call to ISAVEGR. The subroutine
TEXT stores the parameter values in the fields of
the TEXT ATOM. This subroutine is coded as follows:

SUBROUTINE TEXTCNCHARS,CHARS,IXLOC,IYLOC,ISIZE)
INTEGER FIT(400),BONGTAB(10),TEXTTAB(5),CHARS(NCHARS),
$ VALUVEC(5)
COMMON/MYHOUSE/FIT,BONGTAB
DATA TEXTTAB/9HXL0CATI0N,9HYL0CATI0N,9HCHARWIDTH,
$ 10HCHARHEIGHT,5HSPACE/
VALUVEC(D = IXLOC
VALUVEC(2)=IYLOC
VALUVEC(3)=786432
VALUVEC(4)=ISIZE
VALUVEC(5)=1048576
DO 100 1=1,5

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,TEXTTAB(I),0,VALUVEC(I))
100 CONTINUE

CALL RSAVEGR(FIT,'CHARACTERS',NCHARS)
DO 200 1=1,NCHARS

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,'CHARACTERS',1,CHARS(I))
2 00 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

Figure 10 illustrates the TEXT ATOM parameter specifications
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• CHARWIDTH—»-|

(XLOCATION,YLOCATION)

Figure 10: The TEXT ATOM Parameters

The first part of the TEXT subroutine, down to the
CONTINUE statement labelled 100, stores the various
parameter values in their corresponding fields in the
TEXT ATOM. The technique which is used is similar to
that used in the subroutine SUBDRA. The rest of the
TEXT subroutine stores the characters of the text
string in the repeating field called CHARACTERS.

In addition to the TEXT ATOM which is attached to
WIND0W1, the left window in the house, there is also a
WINDOWINFO BONG attached. The WINDOWINFO BONG is
attached to WIND0W1 in the same way as the WINDOWINFO
was attached to the DOOR WINDOW:

CALL ATTBONGC21,'PALOTTS AND DOOLITTLE',5RZ3684,
$ 0.875,1.532,121+98)

The right window, called WINDOW2, is also an instance
of the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing. It has the label "W2"
and a WINDOWINFO bong attached to it:

CALL SUBDRAC 'WINDOW2 ' , 'WINDOWDRAW' ,1101001+8 ,4194304 ,
$ 2621440,2621440)
CHARS(1)=127B (ASCII code for W)
CHARS(2)=62B (ASCII code for 2)
CALL ASAVEGR(FIT,'LABEL','ATOM','TEXT')
CALL TEXT(2,CHARS,11534336,6815744,786432)
CALL ATTBONG(21,'PALOTTS AND DOOLITTLE',5RZ3625,
$ 1.039,1.039,10754)

The door is an instance of the DOORDRAW subdrawing:

CALL SUBDRA('DOOR','DOORDRAW',6815744,524288,
$ 3145728,5767168)
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The title "MY HOUSE" at the top of the drawing of the
house is specified using a TEXT ATOM. Notice that in
this case the TEXT is not attached to anything.

CHARS(1)=115B (ASCII code for M
CHARS(2)=131B Y
CHARS(3)=40B blank
CHARS(4)=110B H
CHARS(5)=117B 0
CHARS(6)=125B U
CHARS(7)=123B S
CHARS(8)=105B E)
CALL ISAVEGR(FIT,'TITLE1,'ATOM','TEXT')
CALL TEXT(8,CHARS,4194304,15204352,1048576)

Having completed the definition of the HOUSE DRAWING,
it is now possible to display that drawing on a graphical
hardware device. To have the drawing plotted on a
CALCOMP pen plotter,

CALL DISPLGR(FIT,•HOUSE','CALCOMP',0,IERFLAG)

IERFLAG wil] be returned as zero unless an error is
made in the calling sequence of DISPLGR. By default,
the drawing area of the HOUSE DRAWING will be mapped
onto an area 25 cm by 25 cm (10" by 10") on the CALCOMP
plotter paper.

Whenever a CALCOMP plotter is to be used to display a
drawing, the PROGRAM statement at the beginning of the
program must specify a file called PLOT:

PROGRAM MYHOUSE(OUTPUT,PLOT)

Finally, to terminate processing of the BAGDAMS graphical
file,

CALL CLOSEGR(FIT)
STOP
END

After execution of this program which creates the
BAGDAMS graphical file called MYHOUSE, the file can be
saved, for example, by cataloging it as a permanent
file. This will keep the file MYHOUSE available for
later use.

3) Reading and Modifying a Graphical File

The program to be presented in this section uses the
BAGDAMS routines to read through the graphical file,
MYHOUSE, created by the program discussed in the previous
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section. This program produces a price list of the
windows in the house. It also modifies the DOORDRAW
subdrawing by changing the size of the DOORDRAW WINDOW
and adding a handle to the door. For reference purposes,
a listing of the program is given in Appendix A(b).

This program requires the following declarations to be
made:

PROGRAM READMOD(OUTPUT,PLOT)
INTEGER FIT(fOO), XARRAY(5), YARRAYC5), SUBDRA(2,5)

The array FIT will be used as the BAGDAMS work area.
The other arrays will be discussed when they are used
in the program.

To initialize the BAGDAMS routines in preparation for
processing the previously created graphical file called
MYHOUSE,

CALL FILEGR(FIT,3LLFN,7LMYHOUSE)
CALL OPENGR(FIT)

Because the format definitions of the building blocks
used in the file were stored when the file was created,
there is no need to redefine the building blocks.
Instead it is possible to immediately proceed to the
first task to be performed by the program, the production
of the window price list. When discussing the code for
performing this task it will help to understand the
general algorithm to be used.

The program, will read through the information describing
the HOUSE DRAWING, searching for instances of subdrawings.
If a WINDOWDRAW subdrawing is found the PRICE is extracted
from the attached WINDOWINFO BONG. If a subdrawing
other than a WINDOWDRAW is found, the name of the
subdrawing, as well as the name given to that instance
of the subdrawing, are saved in the array SUBDRA. When
finished searching through the HOUSE DRAWING, each
DRAWING named in the SUBDRA list is searched in turn
for instances of the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing. Agains as
each WINDOWDRAW is found the PRICE is extracted from
the attached WINDOWINFO BONG.

To prepare for searching through the HOUSE DRAWING and
producing the price list:
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CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTDRA','HOUSE')
TOTCOST=0.0
NSUBDRA=0
PRINT 10

10 F0RMATC1 WINDOWS PRICE LIST:')

The call to STOREGR specifies that the current DRAWING
to be processed is the HOUSE DRAWING. TOTCOST will
hold the total cost of all the windows in the house.
NSUBDRA specifies the number of subdrawings (other than
WINDOWDRAWS) which have been found in the HOUSE DRAWING.

To begin searching through the HOUSE DRAWING, find the
name of the first instance in the DRAWING :

NAME=0
CALL IFINDGR(FIT,'FIRST',NAME)
IF(NAME.EQ.0)GO TO 400

IFINDGR will return the name of the first instance in
the current DRAWING, HOUSE. If NAME is still zero
following the call to IFINDGR it means that the HOUSE
DRAWING is empty, containing no instances. In this
case the search can be considered already completed.

Having obtained the name of the first instance, determine
whether it is an instance of a subdrawing, and if so
whether it is a WINDOWDRAW subdrawing:

100 CALL IGETGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYPE,MASNAME)
IFCINSTYPE .NE. 'DRAWING')GO TO 300
IFCMASNAME .NE. 'WINDOWDRAW')GO TO 200

The call to IGETGR retrieves the information which was
previously specified when beginning the definition of
the instance with a call to ISAVEGR. This call statement
is labelled since it and the following code will be
repeated for each instance in the HOUSE DRAWING. 3 00
is the location of the code for preparing to go on to
the next instance in the HOUSE DRAWING. Thus, if the
present instance is not a DRAWING (subdrawing) it is
ignored. 200 is the location of the code for handling
subdrawing instances other than WINDOWDRAWs.

If the current instance is an instance of the WINDOWDRAW
subdrawing, extract the PRICE of the window from the
attached WINDOWINFO BONG:
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CALL STOREGRCFIT,'CURRENTATT','WINDOWDATA')
CALL PGETGR(FIT,'PRICE', 0,IPRICE)
PRICE=IPRICE/100.0
PRINT 110, NAME, PRICE

100 FORMATCO ',A10,F7.2)
TOTCOST=TOTCOST+PRICE
GO TO 300

The call to STOREGR specifies that the current attached
instance to be processed is called WINDOWDATA, which is
the name of the WINDOWINFO BONG instance. The call to
PGETGR retrieves the parameter value that was stored in
the PRICE field. Recall that PRICE was stored as an
integer with assumed decimal place.

If the current instance is a subdrawing instance (other
than a WINDOWDRAW) save its name in the SUBDRA list:

200 NSUBDRA=NSUBDRA+1
SUBDRA(1,NSUBDRA)=MASNAME
SUBDRA(2,NSUBDRA)=NAME

Notice that SUBDRA(l,i) contains the name of the subdrawing
and SUBDRA(2,i) contains the name of that particular
instance of the subdrawing.

Having handled the current instance in the HOUSE DRAWING,
find the name of the next instance and loop to process it:

300 NAME=0
CALL IFINDGRCFIT,'NEXT1,NAME)
IF(NAME .NE. 0) GO TO 100

If NAME is still zero following the call to IFINDGR, it
means that the HOUSE DRAWING contains no more instances
and the search is complete.

Having finished searching through the HOUSE DRAWING, each
DRAWING named in the SUBDRA list is searched in turn for
instances of the WINDOWDRAW subdrawing. The code for
doing this is similar to that used for searching through
the HOUSE DRAWING except that in this case the search
must be repeated for each DRAWING in the list and only
WINDOWDRAWS are of interest. Other subdrawing instances
are ignored :
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400 IF (NSUBDRA .EQ. 0) GO TO 800
DO 700 1=1,NSUBDRA

CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTDRA',SUBDRA(1,1))
NAME=0
CALL IFINDGR(FIT,'FIRST',NAME)
IF(NAME .EQ. 0) GO TO 7 00

5 00 CALL IGETGRCFIT,NAME,INSTYPE,MASNAME)
IF(MASNAME .NE. 'WINDOWDRAW) GO TO 600

CALL STOREGRCFIT,'CURRENTATT','WINDOWDATA')
CALL PGETGR(FIT,'PRICE',O,IPRICE)
PRICE=IPRICE/100.0
PRINT 510,SUBDRAC2,1),NAME,PRICE

510 FORMATCO ' ,A10 ,A11, F7. 2 )
TOTCOST=TOTCOST+PRICE

6 00 NAME=0
CALL IFINDGR(FIT,'NEXT',NAME)
IFCNAME .NE. 0) GO TO 500

7 00 CONTINUE

Having listed all the windows in the house along with
their prices, print the total cost of the windows:

8 00 PRINT 810, TOTCOST
810 FORMATCO TOTAL COST= ' ,F8 . 2 )

The next task to be performed by the program is to modify
the DOORDRAW subdrawing. First, the size of the DOORDRAW
WINDOW is to be changed:

CALL' STOREGRCFIT, 'CURRENTDRA' , 'DOORDRAW')
CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTINS','WINDOW')
CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTATT',O)
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,'XLOCINS',0,2796203)
CALL PSAVEGR(I'IT,'WIDTHINS' ,0,11184810)
CALL PSAVEGRCFIT,'HEIGHTINS',0,6863407)

The three calls to STOREGR specify that the current
instance to be processed is the instance called WINDOW
within the DOORDRAW DRAWING. The current attached
instance must be specified as zero to ensure that the
WINDOW instance, and not an attached instance, is
processed. The calls to PSAVEGR store new parameter
values in some of the fields of the WINDOWING TRANSFORM
which is used to specify the placement of the WINDOWDRAW
subdrawing within DOORDRAW.

A handle is to be added to D00RDRAW. The rectangular
handle will be specified using a POLYGON of five
vertices.
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The method used to define the POLYGON instance is
similar to that used in the program which created the
graphical file:

XARRAY(l)=XARRAY(4)=XARRAY(5)=
XARRAYC 2)=XARRAY(3)=15 37 9113
YARRAY(l)=YARRAY(2)=YARRAY(5)=6100806
YARRAYC3)=YARRAY(4)=7626007
CALL ISAVEGR(FIT,'HANDLE1,'ATOM','POLYGON')
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,'LINESTYLE',0,1)
CALL RSAVEGR(FIT,'VERTICES',10)
DO 900 1=1,5

CALL PSAVEGRCFIT,'VERTICES',1*2-1,XARRAY(I))
CALL PSAVEGRCFIT,'VERTICES',1*2,YARRAY(I))

900 CONTINUE

Having modified it, the D00RDRAW DRAWING will now be
displayed on the CALCOMP pen plotter. Recall that by
default the drawing area is mapped onto a 2 5 cm by
25 cm area of the plotter paper, and that DOORDRAW is
defined so as to cover its entire drawing area. To
avoid having DOORDRAW drawn square, the following code
displays the DOORDRAW DRAWING on a 7.5 cm by 13.75 cm
area of the CALCOMP plotter paper:

CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTDRA','[SN.HGDOUT')
CALL ISAVEGRCFIT,'DOORDRAW1,'BONG','[SN.HGDOUT')
CALL PSAVEGRCFIT,'HORLENGTH',0,7500)
CALL PSAVEGRCFIT,'VERTLENGTH',0,13750)
CALL DISPLGRCFIT,'DOORDRAW','CALCOMP',O,IERFLAG)

The call to STOREGR specifies that the current DRAWING
to be processed is the special DRAWING called [SN.HGDOUT.
This special DRAWING was defined as an empty DRAWING,
i.e. a DRAWING containing no instances, by the system
utility subroutine FINITGR when it was called at the
beginning of the program which created the graphical
file Crefer back to Section 2). The utility subroutine
FINITGR also defined the format of a special BONG
building block with the same name, [SN.HGDOUT. The
call to ISAVEGR begins the definition of an instance of
the special BONG [SN.HGDOUT. This instance of the BONG
must be given the same name, 'DOORDRAW', as the drawing
which is to be displayed. The calls to PSAVEGR store
the desired physical dimensions of the DRAWING, in
units of 0.001 cm, in the fields of the BONG. The call
to DISPLGR displays the DOORDRAW DRAWING on the CALCOMP
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pen plotter. Rather than default size, the physical
dimensions specified in the DOORDRAW instance in the
special DRAWING [SN.HGDOUT will be used.

To terminate processing of the BAGDAMS graphical file,

CALL CLOSEGR(FIT)
STOP
END

If the graphical file MYHOUSE was a permanent file,
MYHOUSE will have to be extended to make the modifications
permanent.
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PART II: BAGDAMS REFERENCE HANDBOOK

1) Introduction

This part of the manual describes the BAGDAMS subroutines
in detail. Precise definitions are provided for the major
concepts involved in processing a BAGDAMS graphical file.
Also, the general implementation scheme for BAGDAMS
Version 1.0 is discussed. The reader is assumed to have
a general familiarity with the major BAGDAMS facilities.
A careful reading of Part I of this manual should be
sufficient in this respect. Much of the material discussed
in this part of the manual is illustrated by means of the
same example that was developed fully in Part I. Thus, it
is assumed that the reader is at least familiar with
Section 1 of Part I.

2) General Implementation Scheme for BAGDAMS Version 1.0

a) CYBER Record Manager, Word Addressable Files

BAGDAMS uses direct calls of CYBER Record Manager (CRM)
(See [1]) to perform all of its mass storage input/output
operations.

BAGDAMS

CYBER
RECORD
MANAGER
(CRM)

MASS STORAGE
GRAPHICAL

FILE

Figure 11: BAGDAMS Uses CRM for Mass Storage I/O
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The CRM Word Addressable (WA) file organization is used.
Thus, standard operating system utilities can be used to
catalog graphical files as permanent files, to copy them
to magnetic tape, and so on. For information on CRM, and
WA files see [1,2,3]. For information on operating system
facilities see [*+].

Many of the general file management concepts embodied in
BAGDAMS are similar to those underlying CRM. In many
respects, the BAGDAMS general file management routines,
discussed in Section 3 below, are fashioned after
corresponding CRM routines. One can think of BAGDAMS as
adding a new type of file organization, that of a
graphical file, to the list of other file organizations
supported by CRM.

b) The File Information Table

Like CRM, BAGDAMS allows a number of graphical files to
be open at the same time. This is made possible by
associating with each file a File Information Table (FIT).
The FIT contains information which reflects the exact
status of the corresponding graphical file at any given
time.

(

FIT

•

FILE]_ .

3RAPHICAL
FILE

FILE
FIT

•

•

FILE2

GRAPHICAL
FILE

FILE
FIT

FILEn

GRAPHICAL
FILE

Figure 12: Association of FITS with Graphical Files
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For each graphical file being processed by a program, the
program must contain a ^00 word array in which the
corresponding FIT is stored. Every time the program
calls upon a BAGDAMS subroutine to perform some function
on a graphical file the program must indicate to the
BAGDAMS subroutine the location of the array containing
the FIT associated with the file. The BAGDAMS subroutines
perform their functions solely on the basis of the parameter
values passed to them and the information contained i the
FIT. They make no other assumptions about the status
of the graphical file to be manipulated.

A BAGDAMS File Information Table contains three major
areas within it. The first such area contains the CRM
File Information Table required by the CRM routines. See
[1] for a complete description of this table. The second
area within a BAGDAMS FIT contains the Status Table. This
table contains the parameters of chief interest to the user.
The Status Table is discussed further in subsection (c)
below. The third area within a BAGDAMS FIT contains a
number of small buffers used by the BAGDAMS subroutines.
The function of these buffers is briefly explained in
subsection (d) below. Appendix C shows the precise layout
•of a BAGDAMS FIT.

c) The Status Table and Error Handling

The Status Table contains a number of parameters of direct
interest to the user of the BAGDAMS subroutines. The values
of these parameters can be obtained by the user program,
and some of the parameter values can be directly set by
the user.

The ERRORFLAG Status Table parameter is used for signalling
any error conditions detected by the BAGDAMS subroutines.
After calling any BAGDAMS subroutine, ERRORFLAG contains the
value zero if the operation was completed satisfactorily.
Otherwise, it contains an error code reflecting the error
condition detected. An error condition causes the particular
BAGDAMS subroutine which detects the error to return control
to the user program prematurely, without performing the
requested operation. However, all errors are considered
non-fatal to program execution. It is left to the user
program to react appropriately when ERRORFLAG has been set
to reflect an error condition. A complete list of error
conditions and their associated codes is given in Appendix E.
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In addition to a number of other parameters, the Status
Table also contains a set of seven CURRENT parameters.
The CURRENT parameters always reflect the current logical
position within the logical structure of the graphical
file. If desired, these parameters can be set directly
by the user program in order to position to any location
within the logical file structure. The function and use
of the CURRENT parameters will be discussed more fully in
later sections.

Appendix D contains a complete description of the Status
Table.

d) Records, Buffers, Mass Storage

A large portion of a BAGDAMS FIT is used as buffer space
by the BAGDAMS subroutines. In general, the BAGDAMS
subroutines are given small items of data which they
store in the buffers in the FIT. Then, at appropriate
intervals the subroutines call upon CRM routines to
transfer the contents of the buffers to mass storage.
Thus, in effect, the BAGDAMS subroutines construct the
logical records which are handled by CRM.

CRM itself simply transfers the contents of a BAGDAMS FIT
buffer into a larger buffer of its own. Then, at appropriate
intervals CRM calls upon operating system routines to
transfer the contents of its large buffer to mass storage.
Figure 13 illustrates this process as well as the reverse
process, the reading of data.

S n a i l I tem of
Data i n User
Program

BAGDAMS
FIT

BUFFER

CRM

BUFFER

Figure 13: Flow of Data between the Program calling BAGDAMS
and the Mass Storage Graphical File
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Usually CRM will automatically commandeer the block of
storage required for its buffer. However, if desired,
the program calling the BAGDAMS subroutines can control
the location and size of the CRM buffer.

Appendices F and 6 describe the buffer area of a BAGDAMS
FIT in considerable detail.

3) General Graphical File Management Subroutines

a) FILEGR

Before any processing of a graphical file can take
place, the BAGDAMS FIT to be associated with the file
must be established and initialized. This is accomplished
by calling the FILEGR subroutine.

CALL FILEGR(FIT,MNEM1,VALUE1,MNEM2,VALUE2,...)

FIT 400 word array (either integer or real) which
will hold the BAGDAMS FIT associated with the
graphical file.

MNEMi A maximum of five parameters are allowed to be
VALUEi set. MNEMi specifies the parameter to be set

and VALUEi specifies the value to be assigned to
that parameter.

MNEMi VALUEi

3LLFN The logical file name of the BAGDAMS
graphical file. 1-7 letters or digits,
beginning with a letter, in L format.
LFN is the only required parameter.

3LBFS Integer, length of the CRM buffer, in
words. Default, set by CRM.

3LFWB Starting location of the CRM buffer.
Default, set by CRM.

3LEXD 3LYES or 2LN0, request extended CRM
diagnostics. Default NO.

3LSDS 3LYES or 2LN0, request CRM diagnostic
messages printed on dayfile. Default
NO, messages only appear on file ZZZZZEF.
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LFN is the only required parameter. The
order of specifying the parameters is unimportant.
If a parameter is defined more than once the
last definition holds. For a further discussion
of these parameters see the description of WA
file processing in [1,2].

Error Conditions :

Code Meaning

100 Invalid FILEGR parameter mnemonic

200 FILEGR parameter LFN not specified.

A program using the BAGDAMS subroutines must contain a
call to FILEGR for each of the graphical files to be
processed.. For example, before beginning to describe
the drawing of the house discussed in Part I, the FIT
must be initialized and associated with the graphical
file.

INTEGER FIT (400)

; CALL FILEGR(FIT,3LLFN,7LMYHOUSE)

In this case the graphical file has been given the name
MYHOUSE.

b) OPENGR and CLOSEGR

Following the call to FILEGR and preceding any input/
output operations, the graphical file must be opened.
This is accomplished by calling the subroutine OPENGR.

CALL OPENGR(FIT,ISTATUS)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file to be opened. ;'

ISTATUS Optional parameter, returns the
status of the file:

3HNEW - A new BAGDAMS file has been
opened.

3H0LD - An existing BAGDAMS file has been
reopened.

3HBAD - BAGDAMS file not opened due to error
condition 500 (see below).
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Error Conditions :

Meaning

Attempt to open a file that is not closed.

500 BA6DAMS file header record not found, i.e.
the file to be opened already exists but
is not a graphical file. (An empty file is
considered nonexistent.)

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR.

OPENGR completes the initialization of the FIT and the
graphical file in preparation for processing. If the file
already exists and contains information previously stored
by BAGDAMS, OPENGR assumes that the existing graphical
information is to be retained and used in this run. If
the file does not exist, OPENGR assumes that a new graphical
file is to be created and manipulated. In either case,
OPENGR performs a logical rewind operation on the graphical
file by initializing the status table CURRENT parameters
to zero.

When all processing of a graphical file has been completed,
the file must be closed.

CALL CLOSEGR (FIT)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical file
to be closed.

Error Conditions:

Meaning

Attempt to close a file that is not open.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by FILEGR.

CLOSEGR terminates processing of a graphical file, ensuring
that all of the BAGDAMS FIT buffers are flushed. If the
user neglects to call CLOSEGR, or if the user program
terminates without calling CLOSEGR, BAGDAMS ensures that
the graphical file will be closed automatically at the end
of the run.



ft*NOTEft* The automatic closing of files is accomplished
by BAGDAMS through a call to RECOVR (See[5]). Thus, care
must be taken when using the BAGDAMS subroutines within an
overlay program. To ensure proper operation, the FIT and
the BAGDAMS subroutines should be included in the (0,0)
overlay.

After closing a graphical file the same file can later be
reopened, if desired, by calling OPENGR.

(c> FETCHGR and STOREGR

FETCHGR and STOREGR are used to retrieve and store the
values of some of the Status Table parameters. These two
subroutines can be called at any time throughout the
execution of the program which is calling the BAGDAMS
subroutines.

CALL FETCHGR(FIT,PARAM,VALUE)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT containing the Status Table
being queried.

PARAM The name of the Status Table parameter to
be retrieved, in H format. Acceptable values
are 9HERR0RFLAG, 8H0PENFLAG, 8HFITESTAB,
4HNAME, 10HCURRENTATM, lOHCURRENTBNG,
lOHCURRENTTRA, lOHCURRENTDRA, 10HCURRENTINS,
10HCURRENTATT, 10HCURRENTFLD. (See Appendix D

• for an explanation of these parameters.) It
is also possible to specify 7HCURRENT, which
will retrieve the four parameters CURRENTDRA,

.• . " CURRENTINS, CURRENTATT, CURRENTFLD.

VALUE The location in which the parameter value is
returned. If PARAM is 7HCURRENT, VALUE must
be the location of a 4 word array.

Error Conditions:

Code Meaning

7 00 Invalid Status Table parameter name.

As an example-, to retrieve the ERRORFLAG parameter value,

CALL FETCHGR(FIT,•ERRORFLAG•,IERCOD)
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To store the values of some of the Status Table parameters,

CALL STQREGR(FIT,PARAM,VALUE)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT containing the Status Table
being modified.

PARAM The name of the Status Table parameter in
which the value is to be stored, in H format.
Acceptable values are lOHCURRENTATM,
10HCURRENTBNG, lOHCURRENTTRA, lOHCURRENTDRA,
10HCURRENTINS, 10HCURRENTATT, 10HCURRENTFLD.
(See Appendix D for an explanation of these
parameters.) It is also possible to specify
7HCURRENT, which will store values in the
four parameters CURRENTDRA, CURRENTINS,
CURRENTATT, CURRENTFLD.

VALUE The location from which the parameter value
is obtained. If PARAM is 7HCURRENT, VALUE
must be the location of a four word array
containing the four required values.

Error Conditions :

Meaning

Invalid Status Table parameter name.

4) Building Block Formats

a) Three Types of Building Blocks

Before proceding to use the BAGDAMS subroutines to store
and manipulate the information describing a drawing, such
as the drawing of the house discussed in Part I, it is
necessary to define the building blocks that are to be
used in constructing the description. There are three
different types of building blocks. The first type of
building block is called ATOM. ATOMS are used to describe
the visible features of a drawing. For example, a series
of one or more connected line segments, called a POLYGON,
is a very useful ATOM for describing all of the line
segments making up the drawing of the house. Also, a TEXT
ATOM can be used when describing the visual labelling on
the drawing, sach as the title "MY HOUSE".
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The second type of building block is called a trans-
formation, or TRANSFORM. TRANSFORMS are used to modify
the descriptions of the visible features of a drawing.
For example, a window in the house can be described
using POLYGON ATOMS. Then a TRANSFORM can be used to
modify the size and location of the window to position it
properly within the drawing.

The third type of building block is called BONG (Block
of Non-Graphical Data). BONGS are used to specify
addTtional information of a non-visible, or non-graphical
nature. For example, a BONG can be used to specify the
supplier, style, and price of a window in the house.

The building blocks that are used in constructing the
description of a drawing can be regarded as the records
which make up a graphical file. Before any of these
building block records can be stored in a graphical file
it is necessary to define their formats. The BAGDAMS
subroutines for defining and manipulating building block
formats are discussed in the remainder of this section.

b) FSAVEGR and FDROPGR

A building block format is defined through a call to
the BAGDAMS subroutine FSAVEGR.

CALL FSAVEGR(FIT,TYPE,NAME,NFIELDS,FLDTAB)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

TYPE The type of building block for which the
format is being defined. Acceptable values
are HHAT0M,4HB0NG,9HTRANSF0RM.

NAME The name to be associated with the building
block format being defined. Any combination
of ten characters is allowed. For a
particular building block type the format
names must be unique. If NAME equals zero,
FSAVEGR generates a name of the form
CSN.ccccc]. The user should avoid supplying
names of this form. The name used by
FSAVEGR, whether generated or user supplied,
is returned in the Status Table NAME
parameter.
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NFIELDS Integer, the number of fields or parameters
needed to specify a particular instance
of the building block, i.e. the number
of fields in the format definition
table. -1̂ NFIELD-S_<2 5.

FLDTAB Array of length 2*NFIELDS containing a
list of the fields (parameters) in the
building block. Each field consists of
two words. The first word of a field
contains the field name. The second
word indicates the length, in bits, of
the data field. The name can be any
combination of ten characters, but it
must not equal zero. The field names
within a particular building block
format definition table must be unique.
The length of a data field must have
absolute value between one and sixty
bits, inclusive. A negative length
value indicates that the field is a
repeating field or variable length
array. In this case the absolute value
of the length indicates the number of
bits in each element of the repeating
field. The number of elements in the
repeating field will vary from one
instance of the building block to another.

Error Conditions :

Meaning

Building block type not UHATOM,UHBONG, or
9HTRANSF0RM.

Duplicate ATOM, BONG, or TRANSFORM name.

Specified number of fields in building block
format definition table is invalid.

Field name equals zero in building block
format definition table.

Duplicate field name in building block
format definition table.

Invalid data field length specified in
building block format definition table.

1100

1200

1300

1500
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9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized
by FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is
not open.

FSAVEGR adds a new entry to one of the building block
dictionaries - either the ATOM dictionary, the BONG
dictionary, or the TRANSFORM dictionary. The building
block dictionaries contain the building block format
definitions supplied by the user. As an example, the
format of a BONG for specifying information about a
window in the house can be defined as follows.

INTEGER BONGTAB(IO)

DATA NFLDBNG/5/
DATA BONGTAB/IOHSUPPLIER
$• 10HSTYLE
$ 10HWIDTH
$ 10HEIGHT
$ . 10HPRICE

,-60,
, 30,
, 60,
, 60,
, 20/

CALL FSAVEGR(FIT,'BONG','WINDOWINFO1,NFLDBNG,B0NGTAB)

This results in the new entry WINDOWINFO being added to
the BONG dictionary, as shown in Figure 14.

WINDOWINFO

WINDOWINFO

Format
Definition

Table

BONG Dictionary

Figure 14 : The Addition of a New Entry to a Building
Block Dictionary
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The exact structures of the building block dictionaries
and the format definition tables are given in Appendices
I and J respectively. For other examples of building
block definitions see Appendix P(b).

After return from FSAVEGR the appropriate Status Table
CURRENT parameter, either CURRENTATM,CURRENTBNG, or
CURRENTTRA, has been set to the name of the building
block format that was just added. This means that the
logical position of the graphical file with respect to
that particular building block dictionary is currently
at the last entry that was added.

The building block dictionaries are saved along with
the rest of the data in a graphical file. Thus, if an
existing file is opened for further processing, the
building block formats do not have to be redefined.
Attempts to redefine building block formats result in
error condition 1100.

To delete a building block format definition from a
building block dictionary,

CALL FDR0PGR(FIT,TYPE,NAME)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

TYPE The type of building block for which the
format is being deleted. Acceptable
values are 4HAT0M,4HB0NG,9HTRANSF0RM.

NAME The name associated with the format
definition to be deleted.

Error Conditions :

Code Meaning

1000 Building block type not 4HAT0M,4HB0NG,
or 9HTRANSF0RM.

1600 Requested building block format definition
not found.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.
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FDROPGR does not physically delete any portion of the
mass storage graphical file. It simply performs a
logical delete operation by removing the name of the
building block format from the appropriate building
block dictionary.

After return from FDROPGR the appropriate Status Table
CURRENT parameter, either CURRENTATM,CURRENTBNG, or
CURRENTTRA, has been set to zero. This means that the
logical position of the graphical file with respect to
that particular building block dictionary is currently
rewound, so that the next entry in the dictionary is the
first entry.

As an example, to delete the WINDOWDATA BONG format defined
earlier,

CALL FDROPGRCFIT,'BONG','WINDOWDATA')

c) FGETGR and FFINDGR

To retrieve the format definition table of a previously
defined building block format,

CALL FGETGR(FIT,TYPE,NAME,NFIELDS,FLDTAB)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

TYPE The type of building block for which the
format definition table is being retrieved.
Acceptable values are 4HAT0M,4HB0NG,
9HTRANSF0RM.

NAME The name associated with the format definition
table to be retrieved.

NFIELDS Returns the number of fields in the format
definition table.

FLDTAB Array of length 2*NFIELDS, returns the
list of fields in the building block format
definition table.

Error Conditions:

Meaning

Building block type not 4HAT0M,4HB0NG, or
9HTRANSFORM.



1600 Requested building block format
definition not found.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

FGETGR returns in NFIELDS and FLDTAB the exact same values
that were given in the call of FSAVEGR when the building
block format was defined. To avoid overwriting problems,
care must be taken to ensure that FLDTAB is sufficiently
long, since FGETGR assumes that its length is 2*NFIELDS.
Dimensioning FLDTAB to be of length 50 words will always be
safe since NFIELDS s 25. After return from FGETGR the
appropriate Status Table CURRENT parameter, either CURRENTATM,
CURRENTBNG, or CURRENTTRA, has been set to the value
contained in NAME.

FGETGR only allows the building block format definitions
to be randomly accessed by name. Sequential access to the
format definitions is made possible by the BAGDAMS subroutine
FFINDGR.

CALL FFINDGR(FIT,WHICH,TYPE,NAME)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

WHICH =UHNEXT From the building block dictionary
specified by TYPE, retrieve the name of the
entry following the current entry. The
current entry is specified by the appropriate
Status Table CURRENT parameter, either
CURRENTATM,CURRENTBNG, or CURRENTTRA.

=5HFIRST Retrieve the name of the first
entry in the building block dictionary
specified by TYPE.

TYPE The type of building block for which the
format definition name is required.
Acceptable values are 4HAT0M,4HB0NG,9HTRANSF0RM.

NAME Location in which the required building
block dictionary entry name is returned.
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Error Conditions :

Code Meaning

1000 Building block type not 4HAT0M,4HB0NG, or
9HTRANSFORM.

1600 Requested building block format definition
not found.

1700 FFINDGR parameter WHICH not 4HMEXT, or 5HFIRST.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

FFINDGR does not modify any of the Status Table CURRENT
parameters. When the requested building block dictionary
entry cannot be found, i.e. when the dictionary is empty
on a FIRST operation or when positioned at the last entry
on a NEXT operation, no value is returned in NAME. Thus
there are at least two different ways of checking for the
end of the building block dictionary following a call to
FFINDGR.

CALL FFINDGR(FIT,'NEXT','ATOM1,NAME)
CALL FETCHGR(FIT,'ERRORFLAG',IERCOD)
IF(IERCOD.NE.O) GO TO 9999

is equivalent to

NAME=0
CALL FFINDGRCFIT,'NEXT','ATOM',NAME)
IF(NAME.EQ.0)GO TO 9999

An FFINDGR NEXT operation when the corresponding Status
Table CURRENT parameter is zero acts the same as a FIRST
operation. Thus the sequence

CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTBNG',0)
CALL FFINDGRCFIT,'NEXT','BONG1,NAME)

is equivalent to

CALL FFINDGRCFIT,'FIRST','BONG',NAME)

The following is an example of the way in which FFINDGR
and FGETGR can be used in order to sequentially retrieve
the building block format definitions from a building
block dictionary.



CALL FFINDGR(FIT,'FIRST','TRANSFORM',NAME)
100 CALL FGETGR(FIT,'TRANSFORM',NAME,NFIELDS,FLDTAB)

process the TRANSFORM format definition.

NAME=0
CALL FFINDGRCFIT,'NEXT','TRANSFORM',NAME)
IF (NAME .NE. 0) GO TO 100

5) Drawings

a) Drawing Hierarchies

Once the building block formats have been defined,
particular instances or occurrances of those building
blocks can be used to construct DRAWINGS. For example,
a DRAWING of a window can be constructed from two
POLYGON ATOM instances - one describing the four connected
line segments making up the frame of the window, and one
describing the crossbar in the middle of the window.

Any DRAWING that has been constructed can itself be used
as a component in the construction of a larger DRAWING.
For example, two instances of the DRAWING of the window
can be placed within the DRAWING of the house. A TRANSFORM
building block is used to specify the placement of a DRAWING
within a larger DRAWING. In this way arbitrarily complex
DRAWINGS can be constructed from smaller DRAWINGS, which
are in turn constructed from smaller DRAWINGS, and so on.

Thus, it is seen that a DRAWING is essentially a list of
instances of ATOMS, BONGS, and smaller DRAWINGS. Further-
more, an instance of a smaller DRAWING is essentially a
TRANSFORM building block instance which specifies the
placement of the smaller DRAWING within the larger.

b) DSAVEGR and DDROPGR

The construction of a DRAWING is begun with a call to the
subroutine DSAVEGR.
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CALL DSAVEGR(FIT,NAME,NAMTRA)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAME The name to be associated with the DRAWING
being defined. Any combination of ten
characters is allowed. DRAWING names must
be unique. If NAME equals zero, DSAVEGR
generates a name of the form [SN.ccccc].
The user should avoid supplying names of this
form. The name used by DSAVEGR, whether
generated or user supplied, is returned in
the Status Table NAME parameter.

NAMTRA The name of a TRANSFORM for which the format
has been previously defined. An instance
of the TRANSFORM specified by NAMTRA can be
used to specify the placement of this DRAWING
within a larger DRAWING.

Error Conditions:

Meaning

Duplicate DRAWING name.

The format for the specified TRANSFORM
has not been defined.

Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR.

Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

9000

9100

DSAVEGR adds a new entry to the DRAWING dictionary. The
DRAWING dictionary contains the names of the DRAWINGS that
have been defined by the user, as well as the names of the
TRANSFORMS that can be used in specifying the placement of
instances of the DRAWINGS within larger DRAWINGS. In
addition, associated with each entry in the DRAWING dictionary
is the list of instances of building blocks and smaller
DRAWINGS from which the DRAWING was constructed. This list
of instances is saved in the instance dictionary for that
DRAWING. Thus, each DRAWING listed in the DRAWING
dictionary has an associated instance dictionary containing
the list of instances making up the DRAWING. Following
the call to DSAVEGR, the new entry in the DRAWING dictionary
has an empty instance dictionary associated with it.
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As an example, assuming that the format for the TRANSFORM
called WINDOWING has been defined previously, the definition
of a DRAWING called HOUSE is begun with the statement,

CALL DSAVEGR(FIT,•HOUSE',•WINDOWING')

This results in the new entry HOUSE being added to the
DRAWING dictionary, as shown in Figure 15.

TRANSFORM Dictionary

WINDOWING

WINDOWING

Format
Definition

Table

DRAWING Dictionary

HOUSE WINDOWING

_ J

HOUSE
DRAWING
Instance

Dictionary
(Initially Empty)

Figure 15: The Addition of a New Entry to the DRAWING Dictionary

The exact structure of the DRAWING dictionary is shown
in Appendix K.

After return from DSAVEGR, four of the Status Table CURRENT
parameters have been modified. CURRENTDRA is set to the
name of the DRAWING that was just defined. CURRENTINS,
CURRENTATT, and CURRENTFLD are all set to zero. This means
that the logical position of the graphical file with respect



to the DRAWING dictionary is currently at the last entry
that was added. Furthermore, the file is logically rewound
to the beginning of the DRAWING indicated by CURRENTDRA.

.To delete the definition of a DRAWING from the DRAWING
dictionary,

CALL DDROPGR(FIT,NAME)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAME The name associated with the DRAWING
definition to be deleted.

Error Conditions:

Code Meaning

2200 Requested DRAWING not defined.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

DDROPGR does not physically delete any portion of the mass
storage graphical file. It simply performs a logical delete
operation by removing the name of the DRAWING from the
DRAWING dictionary. After return from DDROPGR the four
Status Table CURRENT parameters CURRENTDRA,CURRENTINS,
CURRENTATT, and CURRENTFLD have all been set to zero. This
means that the logical position of the graphical file
with respect to the DRAWING dictionary is currently rewound,
so that the next entry in the DRAWING dictionary is the
first entry.

As an example, to delete the HOUSE DRAWING defined earlier,

CALL DDROPGR(FIT,'HOUSE').

c) DGETGR and DFINDGR

To retrieve the name of the TRANSFORM that can be used to
specify an instance of a DRAWING,

CALL DGETGR(FIT,NAME,NAMTRA)



FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAME The name associated with the DRAWING for
which the corresponding TRANSFORM name is
to be retrieved.

NAMTRA Returns the name of the TRANSFORM that can
be used to specify an instance of the DRAWING
indicated by NAME.

Error Conditions:

Code Meaning

2200 Requested DRAWING not defined.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

DGETGR returns in NAMTRA the same value that was given in
the call of DSAVEGR when the definition of the DRAWING was
begun. After return from DGETGR the Status Table parameter
CURRENTDRA has been set to the value contained in NAME, and
the three parameters CURRENTINS,CURRENTATT, and CURRENTFLD
have all been set to zero. Thus, the graphical file is
logically positioned at the beginning of the DRAWING
specified by NAME.

DGETGR only allows the DRAWING definitions to be randomly
accessed by name. Sequential access to the DRAWING
definitions is made possible by the BAGDAMS subroutine
DFINDGR.

CALL DFINDGR(FIT,WHICH,NAME)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

WHICH =4HNEXT From the DRAWING dictionary, retrieve
the name of the entry following the
current entry. The current entry is
specified by the Status Table CURRENTDRA
parameter.

=5HFIRST Retrieve the name of the first entry
in the DRAWING dictionary.

NAME Location in which the required DRAWING
dictionary entry name is returned.
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Error Conditions :

Code Meaning•

2200 Requested DRAWING not defined.

23 00 DFINDGR parameter WHICH not 4HNEXT, or 5HFIRST.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is not open.

DFINDGR does not modify any of the Status Table CURRENT
parameters. When the requested DRAWING dictionary entry
cannot be found, i.e. when the dictionary is empty on a FIRST
operation or when positioned at the last entry on a NEXT
operation, no value is returned in NAME. A DFINDGR NEXT
operation when the Status Table CURRENTDRA parameter is zero
acts the same as a FIRST Operation.

The following is an example of the way in which DFINDGR and
DGETGR can be used in order to sequentially retrieve the
DRAWING-definitions from the DRAWING dictionary. In this
example, any DRAWING which has a corresponding TRANSFORM
other than the WINDOWING TRANSFORM is deleted from the
graphical file.

CALL DFINDGR(FIT,'FIRST1,NAME)
100 CALL DGETGR(FIT,NAME,NAMTRA)

IF.(NAMTRA .NE. 'WINDOWING') CALL DDROPGRCFIT,NAME)
• NAME=0

CALL DFINDGR(FIT,'NEXT',NAME)
IF (NAME .NE. 0) GO TO 100

6) Instances

a) ATOM, BONG, and DRAWING Instances

The instance dictionary for a DRAWING contains the list of
.instances of ATOMS, BONGS, and smaller DRAWINGS which make up
that DRAWING. An instance is essentially a data record with
the data formatted in accordance with the appropriate building
block format definition table. For example, a POLYGON ATOM •
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instance is a data record containing the parameter values
describing the connected line segments making up the POLYGON.
The parameter values within the data record are formatted
according to the POLYGON ATOM format definition table contained
in the ATOM dictionary.

ATOM instances are data records containing information
describing the visible features of a DRAWING. BONG instances
are data records containing information describing the non-
visible or non-graphical features of a DRAWING. DRAWING
instances are essentially instances of the TRANSFORM that was
associated with the DRAWING when it was initially defined
through a call to DSAVEGR. For example, if a DRAWING called
WINDOWDRAW was defined by

CALL DSAVEGR(FIT,'WINDOWDRAW','WINDOWING1)

then an instance of the WINDOWDRAW DRAWING within the HOUSE
DRAWING would be a data record containing the parameter
values required by the WINDOWING TRANSFORM and formatted
according to the WINDOWING TRANSFORM format definition
table contained in the TRANSFORM dictionary. Thus, DRAWING
instances are data records containing information describing
the placement of smaller DRAWINGS within the current larger
DRAWING.

b) ISAVEGR and IDROPGR

The specification of an instance is begun with a call to
the subroutine ISAVEGR.

CALL ISAVEGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYP,NAMTYP)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAME The name to be associated with the instance
being defined. Any combination of ten
characters is allowed. For any given DRAWING,
the instance names must be unique. If
NAME equals zero, ISAVEGR generates a name
of the form HSN.ccccc]. The user should avoid
supplying names of this form. The name
used by ISAVEGR, whether generated or
user supplied, is returned in the Status
Table NAME parameter.
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INSTYP The type of instance being specified.
Acceptable values are HHATOM, 4HB0NG,
7HDRAWING.

NAMTYP The name of the ATOM, BONG, or DRAWING
of which this is an instance.

Error Conditions :

Code Meaning

3 0 00 Current DRAWING, specified by Status Table
CURRENTDRA parameter, is not defined.

3100 Duplicate instance name.

3 200 Instance type not HHATOM, 4HB0NG, or 7HDRAWING.

3 3 00 Specified ATOM, BONG» or DRAWING not defined.

3400 Specified DRAWING is defined but associated
TRANSFORM is not.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is not open.

ISAVEGR adds a new entry to the instance dictionary of the
current .DRAWING. The current DRAWING is specified by the
Status Table CURRENTDRA parameter. The instance dictionary
contains the name and type information for each instance
within the current DRAWING. In addition, associated with
each entry in the instance dictionary is the data record
containing the parameter values required for that type of
instance. Following the call to ISAVEGR, the new entry
in the instance dictionary has all of the parameter values
initialized to zero in the associated data record.

As an example, assuming that the format of a POLYGON ATOM
has been previously defined and that the Status Table
CURRENTDRA parameter equals 'HOUSE', the specification of
a POLYGON ATOM instance within the HOUSE DRAWING is begun
with the statement,

CALL ISAVEGR(FIT,'ROOF','ATOM','POLYGON').

This results in the new entry ROOF being added to the
HOUSE DRAWING instance dictionary, as shown in Figure 16.
The exact structure of an instance dictionary is shown
in Appendix L.
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ATOM Dictionary

POLYGON | -
/

/

DRAWING D i c t i o n a r y

HOUSE WINDOWING I -

POLYGON

Format
Definition
Table

HOUSE DRAWING Instance Dictionary

ROQF POLYGON ATOM
i

/

ROOF Instance
POLYGON ATOM
Data Record

(All data
fields
initialized
to zero.)

Figure 16: The Addition of a New Entry to an Instance Dictionary

After return from ISAVEGR, three of the Status Table
CURRENT parameters have been modified. CURRENTINS is
set to the name of the instance that was just defined.
CURRENTATT and CURRENTFLD are both set to zero. This
means that the logical position of the graphical file
with respect to the current DRAWING'S instance dictionary
is currently at the last entry that was added. Since
the Status Table CURRENTDRA parameter remains unaltered,
the same DRAWING remains as the current DRAWING.

To delete an instance from the current DRAWING'S instance
dictionary,

CALL IDROPGRCFIT,NAME)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAME The name associated with the instance to
be deleted.
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Error Conditions :

Code Meaning

3000 Current DRAWING, specified by Status Table
CURRENTDRA parameter, is not defined.

3 50 0 Requested instance not found.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

IDROPGR does not physically delete any portion of the mass
storage graphical file. It simply performs a logical
delete operation by removing the name of the instance from
the current DRAWING'S instance dictionary. The current
DRAWING is specified by the Status Table CURRENTDRA
parameter. After return from IDROPGR, the three Status
Table CURRENT parameters CURRENTINS, CURRENTATT, and
CURRENTFLD have all been set to zero. This means that
the logical position of the graphical file with respect
to the current DRAWING'S instance dictionary is currently
rewound, so that the next entry in the instance
dictionary is the first entry.

As an example, assume that the Status Table CURRENTDRA
parameter equals 'HOUSE'. To delete the POLYGON ATOM
instance called ROOF, which was defined earlier,

CALL IDROPGRCFIT,'ROOF')

c) IGETGR and IFINDGR

To retrieve the instance type information (which was
specified through a call to ISAVEGR) for an instance
within the current DRAWING,

CALL IGETGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYP,NAMTYP)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAME The name associated with the instance
for which the corresponding instance
type information is to be retrieved.
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INSTYP Returns the type of instance as HHATOM,
4HB0NG, or 7HDRAWING.

NAMTYP Returns the name of the ATOM, BONG, or
DRAWING of which this is an instance.

Error Conditions:

Meaning

Current DRAWING, specified by Status Table
CURRENTDRA parameter, is not defined.

3500 Requested instance not found.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is
not open.

IGETGR returns in INSTYP and NAMTYP the exact same values
that were given in the call of ISAVEGR when the specifica-
tion of the instance was begun. After return from IGETGR
the Status Table parameter CURRENTINS has been set to
the value contained in NAME, and the two parameters
CURRENTATT and CURRENTFLD have both been set to zero.
Thus, the graphical file is logically positioned at the
instance specified by name, within the same DRAWING as
was specified by CURRENTDRA prior to entering IGETGR.

IGETGR only allows the instance definitions to be
randomly accessed by name within the current DRAWING'S
instance dictionary. Sequential access to the instance
definitions is made possible by the BAGDAMS subroutine
IFINDGR.

CALL IFINDGR(FIT,WHICH,NAME)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

WHICH = 4HNEXT From the current DRAWING'S
instance dictionary, retrieve the name
of the entry following the current entry.
The current entry is specified by the
Status Table CURRENTINS parameter.

= 5HFIRST Retrieve the name of the first
entry in the current DRAWING'S instance
dictionary.

NAME Location in which the required instance
dictionary entry name is returned.



Error Cond itions :

Code Meaning

3000 Current DRAWING, specified by
Status Table CURRENTDRA parameter,
is not defined.

3500 Requested instance not found.

3 600 IFINDGR parameter WHICH not 4HNEXT,
or 5HFIRST.

9000 Associated. FIT not yet initialized
by FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that
is not open.

IFINDGR does not modify any of the Status Table
CURRENT parameters. When the requested entry in
the current DRAWING'S instance dictionary cannot
be found, i.e. when the instance dictionary is
empty on a FIRST operation or when positioned at
the last entry on a NEXT operation, no value is
returned in NAME. (Of course, in such a situation
the Status Table ERRORFLAG parameter is set to
3 500.) An IFINDGR NEXT operation when the Status
Table CURRENTINS parameter is zero acts the same
as a FIRST operation.

The following is an example of the way in which
IFINDGR and IGETGR can be used in order to sequentially
retrieve the instance definitions from the current
DRAWING'S instance dictionary. In this example,
assume that the Status Table CURRENTDRA parameter
equals 'HOUSE'. A list of the names of the WINDOWDRAW
DRAWING instances within the HOUSE DRAWING will be
produced.

CALL STOREGR(FIT,•CURRENTINS',0)
100 NAME=0

CALL IFINDGRCFIT,'NEXT',NAME)
IFCNAME .EQ. 0) GO TO 200
CALL IGETGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYP,NAMTYP)
IF((INSTYP .EQ. 'DRAWING') .AND.
$ (NAMTYP .EQ.'WINDOWDRAW1)) PRINT 150, NAME

150 FORMAT(5X,A10)
GO TO 100

200 CONTINUE
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7) Attached Instances

a) The Concept of Attached Instances

Any instance within a DRAWING can have associated with it
a list of attached instances. An attached instance is
exactly the same as an ordinary instance except for the fact
that it is associated with (attached to) one of the ordinary
instances within a DRAWING. Attached instances are
particularly useful for associating TEXT labels and non-
graphical information with instances within a DRAWING. For
example, the windows within the HOUSE DRAWING may be
instances of the WINDOWDRAW DRAWING. Associated with each
of these WINDOWDRAW DRAWING instances might be an attached
TEXT ATOM instance describing the label to be placed on
the window, and an attached BONG instance containing
information regarding the style and price of the window.

When an instance is deleted from a DRAWING, its associated
list of attached instances disappears along with it.
Attached instances are not allowed to have their own lists
of attached instances. The list of attached instances
associated with a particular instance is contained within
that instance's attached instance dictionary. Thus, every
instance within a DRAWING has its own attached instance
dictionary. When an instance is first specified, its
associated attached instance dictionary is empty.

b) ASAVEGR and ADROPGR

The specification of an attached instance is begun with a
call to the subroutine ASAVEGR.

CALL ASAVEGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYP,NAMTYP)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAME The name to be associated with the attached
instance being defined. Any combination of
ten characters is allowed. For any given
instance within a DRAWING, the attached
instance names must be unique. If NAME
equals zero, ASAVEGR generates a name of
the form [SN.ccccc]. The user should avoid
supplying names of this form. The name
used by ASAVEGR, whether generated or
user supplied, is returned in the Status
Table NAME parameter.
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INSTYP The type of attached instance being
specified. Acceptable values are 4HAT0M,
4HB0NG, 7HDRAWING.

NAMTYP The name of the ATOM, BONG, or DRAWING
of which this is an attached instance.

Error Conditions :

Code Meaning

4000 Current instance within current DRAWING,
specified by Status Table CURRENTINS and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

4100 Duplicate attached instance name.

4200 Attached instance type not 4HAT0M, 4HB0NG,
or 7HDRAWING.

4300 Specified ATOM, BONG, or DRAWING not defined.

4400 Specified DRAWING is defined but associated
TRANSFORM is not.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

ASAVEGR adds a new entry to the attached instance dictionary
belonging to the current instance within the current DRAWING.
The current DRAWING and instance are specified by the Status
Table parameters CURRENTDRA and CURRENTINS. The attached
instance dictionary contains the name and type information
for each attached instance associated with the current
instance. In addition, associated with each entry in the
attached instance dictionary is the data record containing
the parameter values required for that type of attached
instance. Following the call to ASAVEGR, the new entry
in the attached instance dictionary has all of the para-
meter values initialized to zero in the associated data
record.

As an example, assume that a WINDOWDRAW DRAWING instance
called WIND0W1 has been specified for the HOUSE DRAWING,
and that the Status Table CURRENTDRA and CURRENTINS
parameters equal 'HOUSE1 and 'WIND0W1', respectively.
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The specification of a WINDOWINFO BONG attached instance
attached to WIND0W1 is begun with the statement,

CALL ASAVEGR(FIT,'WINDOWDATA','BONG','WINDOWINFO')

This results in the new entry WINDOWPATA being added to
WINDOW'S attached instance dictionary, as shown in Figure 17
The exact structure of an attached instance dictionary is
shown in Appendix M.

DRAWING Dictionary HOUSE DRAWING Instance Dictionary

r>
i
i

WTNDOWDRAW

HOUSE |

WINDOWING

WINDOWING • —

WINDOW) WINDOWDRAW . DRAWING

1
1

WINDOW1 Attached Instance Dictionary

BONC Dictionary

WINDOW!NFO

WINDOW1 InBtance
WINDOWING TRANSFORM
Data Record

1
WINDOWDATA 1 WTNDOWINFO BONC •

J

r\ WINDOWDATA
Attached Instance
WINDOWINFO BONG
Data Record

(Ail data fields
Initialized to zero.)

Figure 17: The Addition of a New Entry to an Attached
Instance Dictionary

After return from ASAVEGR, the Status Table CURRENTATT
parameter has been set to the name of the attached
instance that was just defined, and the CURRENTFLD
parameter has been set to zero. This means that the
logical position of the graphical file is currently at
the entry that was just added to the attached instance
dictionary. Since the Status Table CURRENTDRA and
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CURRENTINS parameters remain unaltered, the same
DRAWING and instance remain as the current DRAWING and
instance within that DRAWING.

To delete an attached instance from the attached instance
dictionary belonging to the current instance within the
current DRAWING,

CALL ADROPGR(FIT,NAME)

FIT BAGDAMS F...T associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAME The name associated with the attached
instance to be deleted.

Erro?.1 Conditions:

Code

H000 Current instance within current DRAWING,
specified by Status Table CURRENTINS and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

4500 Requested attached instance not found.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by FILEGR.

9100 • Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

ADROPGR does not physically delete any portion of the
mass storage graphical file. It simply performs a
logical delete operation by removing the name of the
attached instance from the attached instance dictionary
belonging to the current instance within the current
DRAWING. The current instance is specified by the Status
Table CURRENTINS parameter and the current DRAWING by
the CURRENTDRA parameter. After return from ADROPGR the
Status Table parameters CURRENTATT and CURRENTFLD have
both been set to zero. This means that the logical
position of the graphical file with respect to the
current instance's attached instance dictionary is
currently rewound, so that the next entry in the attached
instance dictionary is the first entry.

As an example, to delete the WINDOWINFO BONG attached
instance called WINDOWDATA, attached to the instance
called WIND0W1 within the HOUSE DRAWING,
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CALL STOREGR(FIT,•CURRENTDRA•,'HOUSE')
CALL STOREGR(FIT,•CURRENTINS','WINDOW1')
CALL ADROPGR(FIT,'WINDOWDATA')

c) AGETGR and AFINDGR

To retrieve the attached instance type information (which
was specified through a call to ASAVEGR) for an attached
instance attached to the current instance within the
current DRAWING,

CALL AGETGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYP,NAMTYP)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAME The name associated with the attached
instance for which the corresponding
attached instance type information is to
be retrieved.

INSTYP Returns the type of attached instance as
4HAT0M, 4HBONG, or 7HDRAWING.

NAMTYP Returns the name of the ATOM, BONG, or
DRAWING of which this is an attached
instance.

Error Conditions :

Meaning

Current instance within current DRAWING,
specified by Status Table CURRENTINS and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

4500 Requested attached instance not found.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is
not open.

AGETGR returns in INSTYP and NAMTYP the exact same
values that were given in the call of ASAVEGR when the
specification of the attached instance was begun. After
return from AGETGR the Status Table parameter CURRENTATT
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has been set to the value contained in NAME, and the
CURRENTFLD parameter has been set to zero. Thus, the
graphical file is logically positioned at the attached
instance specified by NAME, attached to the same instance
within the same DRAWING as was specified by CURRENTINS
and CURRENTDRA prior to entering AGETGR.

AGETGR only allows the attached instance definitions to
be randomly accessed by name within the current instance's
attached instance dictionary. Sequential access to the
attached instance definitions is made possible by the
BAGDAMS subroutine AFINDGR.

CALL AFINDGR(FIT,WHICH,NAME)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

WHICH =4HNEXT From the current instance's
attached instance dictionary, retrieve
the name of the entry following the
current entry. The current entry is
specified by the Status Table CURRENTATT
parameter.

=5HFIRST Retrieve the name of the first
entry in the current instance's attached
instance dictionary.

NAME Location in which the required attached

instance dictionary entry name is returned.

Error Conditions :

Meaning
Current instance within current DRAWING,
specified by Status Table CURRENTINS and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

4500 Requested attached instance not found.

4600 AFINDGR parameter WHICH not 4HNEXT or
5HFIRST.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is
not open.
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AFINDGR does not modify any of the Status Table CURRENT
parameters. When the requested entry in the current
instance's attached instance dictionary cannot be found,
i.e. when the attached instance dictionary is empty on
a FIRST operation or when positioned at the last entry
on a NEXT operation, no value is returned in NAME. (Of
course, in such a situation the Status Table ERRORFLAG
parameter is set to 4500.) An AFINDGR NEXT operation
when the Status Table CURRENTATT parameter is zero acts
the same as a FIRST operation.

The following is an example of the way in which AFINDGR
and AGETGR can be used in order to sequentially retrieve
the attached instance definitions from the current
instance's attached instance dictionary. In the example,
any BONGS attached to the instance called WIND0W1 within
the DRAWING called HOUSE will be deleted.

CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTDRA' , 'HOUSE1 )
CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTINS','WIND0W1')
CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTATT',0)

100 NAME=0
CALL AFINDGR(FIT,'NEXT',NAME)
IF(NAME .EQ. 0) GO TO 200
CALL AGETGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYP,NAMTYP)
IFUNSTYP .EQ. 'BONG') CALL ADR0PGR(FIT,NAME)
GO TO 100

200 CONTINUE

8. Repeating Fields

a) RSAVEGR

When specifying an instance (either normal or attached)
for which the corresponding building block format
definition table contains the definition of a repeating
field (variable length array), it is necessary to
specify the number of repetitions or elements in the
field. The number of repetitions must be specified
before any data values can be stored in the elements
of the repeating field. The BAGDAMS subroutine RSAVEGR
is used to specify the number of elements in a repeating
field.
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CALL RSAVEGR (FIT, NAM FLD,NUMREP)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAMFLD The name associated with the repeating
field for which the number of elements is
to be defined.

NUMREP The number of repetitions or elements in
the repeating field. 0<_NUMREP<21 5.

Error Conditions:

Code Meaning

5000 If Status Table CURRENTATT parameter equals
zero :
Current instance within current DRAWING,
specified by Status Table CURRENTINS and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

If CURRENTATT does not equal zero:
Current attached instance, specified by
Status Table CURRENTATT, CURRENTINS, and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

5100 Format definition table corresponding to
current instance or attached instance is
not defined.

5200 Specified field name is not defined in
corresponding format definition table.

5300 Specified field name is not a repeating
field.

5400 Specified number of elements is invalid.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR.

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

The instance or attached instance with which RSAVEGR is
concerned is determined by the values in the Status Table
CURRENT parameters. If CURRENTATT equals zero, RSAVEGR
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deals with the current instance, specified by CURRENTINS,
within the current DRAWING, specified by CURRENTDRA. If
CURRENTATT does not equal zero, RSAVEGR deals with the
current attached instance, specified by CURRENTAXT,
attached to the current instance, specified by CURRENTINS
and CURRENTDRA.

The call to ISAVEGR or ASAVEGR with which the specification
of an instance or attached instance is begun sets the
number of elenlents in a repeating field to an initial
count of zero. Also, no storage space is set aside to
hold the data values that will be stored in the elements
of the repeating field. RSAVEGR adds to the data record
associated with the current instance or attached instance
an additional block of data which is sufficiently large
to hold all of the elements in the repeating field.
RSAVEGR stores an initial value of zero in every element
of the repeating field.

As an example, the POLYGON ATOM format definition table
specifies a field called VERTICES as a repeating field.
Assume that the specification of an instance (named ROOF)
of the POLYGON ATOM has been started with a call of ISAVEGR,
as discussed in the example in Section 6(b). Four XY-
coordinate pairs are needed to specify the vertices of the
three connected line segments making up the triangular
roof of the house. (In this case the first and last
vertices are the same point.) Thus, the VERTICES field
must contain eight elements, two for each vertex XY-
coordinate pair. To specify that the VERTICES field
has eight elements in this instance of the POLYGON ATOM,

CALL RSAVEGR(FIT,'VERTICES',8)

This results in an additional block of data, sufficiently
large to hold eight coordinate values, being added to
the data record associated with the instance called
ROOF within the HOUSE DRAWING (see Figure 18). The
exact structure of a repeating field data block is shown
in Appendix N.

RSAVEGR can also be used to reset the number of elements
in a repeating field. If the number of elements increases
from what it was, the old elements and their values are
retained and the new elements, with initial value zero, *'
are added to the end of the repeating field data block.
If the number of elements decreases, the repeating field
data block is shortened so that only the first NUMREP
elements and their values are retained.
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After Ï ..:a RSAVEGR the Status Table CURRENTFLD
parameter has been set to the value contained in NAMFLD.
This means that the logical position of the graphical
file is currently at the repeating field that was just
processed. Since the Status Table CURRENTDRA, CURRENTINS,
and CURRENTATT parameters remain unaltered, the same
instance or attached instance remains as the current
instance .or attached instance.

b) RGETGR

To retrieve the number of elements (which was specified
through a call to RSAVEGR) in a repeating field within
the current instance or attached instance,
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CALL RGETGR(FIT,NAMFLD,NUMREP)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAMFLD The name associated with the repeating
field for which the number of elements
is to be retrieved.

NUMREP Location in which the number of elements
is returned.

Error Conditions:

Code Meaning

5000 If Status Table CURRENTATT parameter
equals zero:
Current instance within current DRAWING,
specified by Status Table CURRENTINS and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

If CURRENTATT does not equal zero:
Current attached instance, specified by
Status Table CURRENTATT, CURRENTINS, and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

5100 Format definition table corresponding to
current instance or attached instance is
not defined.

5200 Specified field name is not defined in
corresponding format definition table.

5300 Specified field name is not a repeating
field.

9000 Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR,

9100 Attempted operation on a file that is
not open.

The instance or attached instance with which RGETGR is
concerned is determined by the values in the Status
Table CURRENT parameters. If CURRENTATT equals zero,
RGETGR deals with the current instance, specified by
CURRENTINS, within the current DRAWING, specified by
CURRENTDRA. If CURRENTATT does not equal zero, RGETGR
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deals with the current attached instance, specified by
CURRENTATT, attached to the current instance, specified
by CURRENTINS and CURRENTDRA.

After return from RGETGR the Status Table CURRENTFLD
parameter has been set to the value contained in NAMFLD.
This means that the logical position of the graphical
file is currently at the repeating field that was just
processed. Since the Status Table CURRENTDRA, CURRENTINS,
and CURRENTATT parameters remain unaltered, the same
instance or attached instance remains as the current
instance or attached instance.

As an example, to retrieve the number of elements in
the VERTICES field of the POLYGON ATOM instance called
ROOF within the HOUSE DRAWING,

CALL STOREGRCFIT,'CURRENTDRA1,'HOUSE')
CALL STOREGRCFIT,'CURRENTINS','ROOF')
CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTATT',0)
CALL RGETGR(FIT,'VERTICES',NUMREP)

9.) Parameter Values

a) PSAVEGR

The BAGDAMS subroutine PSAVEGR is used to store parameter
values in the fields of the data record associated with
an instance (either normal or attached).

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,NAMFLD,INDEX,VALUE)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAMFLD The name associated with the data field
in which the parameter value is to be
stored.

INDEX If the data field specified by NAMFLD is
not a repeating field, INDEX must equal
zero. If the data field is a repeating
field, INDEX is an integer yalue much .
like a FORTRAN array index.' It specifies
the element of the repeating field in

1 which the parameter value is to be
stored. In this case 1<INDEX<_NUMREP,
where NUMREP is the number of repetitions•
or elements in the repeating field,
defined through RSAVEGR.
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VALUE The parameter value to be stored in
the data field.

Error Conditions :

Meaning

If Status Table CURRENTATT parameter equals
zero:
Current instance within current DRAWING,
specified by Status Table CURRENTINS and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.
If CURRENTATT does not equal zero:
Current attached instance, specified by
Status Table CURRENTATT, CURRENTINS, and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

Format definition table corresponding to
current instance or attached instance is
not defined.

Requested field name not found in
corresponding format definition table.

Specified INDEX is invalid.

Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR.

Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

6100

6200

6300

9000

9100

The instance or attached instance with which PSAVEGR is
concerned is determined by the values in the Status Table
CURRENT parameters. If CURRENTATT equals zero, PSAVEGR
deals with the current instance, specified by CURRENTINS,
within the current DRAWING, specified by CURRENTDRA. If
CURRENTATT does not equal zero, PSAVEGR deals with the
current attached instance, specified by CURRENTATT,
attached to the current instance, specified by CURRENTINS
and CURRENTDRA.

By default, until set by PSAVEGR, a data field has value
zero. The value to be stored in the data field must be
right-justified in the location VALUE. Only the required
number of low order bits will be extracted from VALUE.
The number of bits is specified by the length as defined
for the field in the format definition table corresponding
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to the type of instance or attached instance currently
being dealt with.

As an example, the POLYGON ATOM format definition table
specifies a field called LINESTYLE as having length
12 bits, and the repeating field VERTICES as having
each element of length 24 bits. Assume that the two
arrays IX and IY contain the four XY-coordinate values
specifying the vertices of the POLYGON ATOM instance
called ROOF within the HOUSE DRAWING. Notice that since
the coordinate values are specified as integers they are
already properly adjusted in the low order bits of the
words containing them. To store the integer value 1
in the LINESTYLE field, and the IX and IY values in the
VERTICES field of the ROOF POLYGON ATOM instance,

CALL STOREGR(FIT,•CURRENTDRA','HOUSE')
CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENTINS','ROOFT)
CALL STOREGR(FIT,•CURRENTATT',0)
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,'LINESTYLE',0,1)
DO 100 I = l,i+

CALL PSAVEGRCFIT,'VERTICES',1*2-1, IX(D)
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT, 'VERTICES' ,1*2, IY(D)

10 0 CONTINUE

After return from PSAVEGR the Status Table CURRENTFLD
parameter has been set to the value contained in NAMFLD.
This means that the logical position of the graphical
file is currently at the field that was just processed.
Since the Status Table CURRENTDRA, CURRENTINS, and
CURRENTATT parameters remain unaltered, the same instance
or attached instance remains as the current instance or
attached instance.

b) PGETGR and PFINDGR

To retrieve the parameter value from a data field in the
data record associated with the current instance or
attached instance,

CALL PGETGR(FIT,NAMFLD,INDEX,VALUE)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

NAMFLD The name associated with the data field
from which the parameter value is to be
retrieved.
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INDEX If the data field specified by NAMFLD is
not a repeating field, INDEX must equal
zero. If the data field is a repeating
field, INDEX is an integer value much
like a FORTRAN array index. It specifies
the element of the repeating field from
which the parameter value is to be
retrieved. In this case 1<INDEX<NUMREP,
where NUMREP is the number of repetitions
or elements in the repeating field, defined
through RSAVEGR.

VALUE Location in which the required parameter
value is returned.

Error Conditions :

6100

6200

6300

9000

9100

Meaning

If Status Table CURRENTATT parameter
equals zero:
Current instance within current DRAWING,
specified by Status Table CURRENTINS and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.
If CURRENTATT does not equal zero:
Current attached instance, specified by
Status Table CURRENTATT, CURRENTINS, and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

Format definition table corresponding to
current instance or attached instance is
not defined.

Requested field name not found in
corresponding format definition table.

Specified INDEX is invalid.

Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR.

Attempted operation on a file that is not
open.

The instance or attached instance with which PGETGR is
concerned is determined by the values in the Status Table
CURRENT parameters. If CURRENTATT equals zero, PGETGR
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deals with the current instance specified by CURRENTINS,
within the current DRAWING, specified by CURRENTDRA.
If CURRENTATT does not equal zero, PGETGR deals with
the current attached instance, specified by CURRENTATT,
attached to the current instance, specified by CURRENTINS
and CURRENTDRA.

The value retrieved from the data field is returned
right-justified with zero fill in VALUE. Only the
required number of bits will be extracted from the data
field and returned in the low order bits of VALUE. The
number of bits is specified by the length as defined
for the field in the format definition table corresponding
to the type of instance or attached instance currently
being dealt with.

After return from PGETGR the Status Table CURRENTFLD
parameter has been set to the value contained in NAMFLD.
This means that the logical position of the graphical file
is currently at the field that was just processed. Since
the Status Table CURRENTDRA, CURRENTINS, and CURRENTATT
parameters remain unaltered, the same instance or attached
instance remains as the current instance or attached
instance.

PGETGR only allows the data fields to be randomly
accessed by name within the data record associated with
the current instance or attached instance. Sequential
access to the data fields is made possible by the BAGDAMS
subroutine PFINDGR.

CALL PFINDGRCFIT,WHICH,NAMFLD,INDEX)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed.

WHICH =4HNEXT From the format definition
table corresponding to the current instance
or attached instance, retrieve the name
of the field following the current field.
The current field is specified by the
Status Table CURRENTFLD parameter.

=5HFIRST Retrieve the name of the first
field in the format definition table.

NAMFLD Location in which the required field name
is returned.
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INDEX Returned as 0 for a non-repeating
field. Returned as 1 for a repeating
field.

Error Conditions :

6100

6200

6400

9000

9100

Meaning

If Status Table CURRENTATT parameter
equals zero:
Current instance within current DRAWING,
specified by Status Tabla CURRENTINS
and CURRENTDRA parameter;::, is not defined.
If CURRENTATT does not equal zero:
Current attached instance, specified by
Status Table CURRENTATT, CURRENTINS, and
CURRENTDRA parameters, is not defined.

Format definition table corresponding to
current instance or attached instance is
not defined.

Requested field name not found in
corresponding format definition table.

PFINDGR parameter WHICH not 4HNEXT or
5HFIRST.

Associated FIT not yet initialized by
FILEGR.

Attempted operation on a file that is
not open.

The instance or attached instance with which PFINDGR is
concerned is determined by the values in the Status
Table CURRENT parameters. If CURRENTATT equals zero,
PFINDGR deals with the current instance, specified by
CURRENTINS, within the current DRAWING, specified by
CURRENTDRA. If CURRENTATT does not equal zero, PFINDGR
deals with the current attached instance, specified by
CURRENTATT, attached to the current instance, specified
by CURRENTINS and CURRENTDRA.

PFINDGR does not modify any of the Status Table CURRENT
parameters. When the requested field cannot be found,
e.g. when positioned at the last field on a NEXT operation,
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no values are returned in NAMFLD and INDEX. (Of course,
in such a situation the Status Table ERRORFLAG parameter
is set to 6200.) A PFINDGR NEXT operation when the Status
Table CURRENTFLD parameter is zero acts the same as a
FIRST operation.

The following is an example of the way in which PFINDGR
and PGETGR can be used in order to sequentially retrieve
the parameter values from the data record associated with
an instance or attached instance. In the example, an
octal dump is produced of the parameter values stored
in the POLYGON ATOM instance called ROOF within the HOUSE
DRAWING.

INTEGER CURRENTS)

CURRENT(1)=1OHHOUSE
CURRENT ( 2 ), = 10HROOF
CURRENT(3)= CURRENT(4) = 0
CALL STOREGR(FIT,'CURRENT',CURRENT)

100 NAMFLD=0
CALL PFINDGR(FIT,•NEXT•,NAMFLD,INDEX)
IF(NAMFLD .EQ. O)GO TO U00
IF(INDEX .NE. 0)G0 TO 200

CALL PGETGR(FIT,NAMFLD,0,VALUE)
PRINT 150,NAMFLD,INDEX,VALUE

150 FORMAT(5X,A10,I5,5X,O20)
GOTO 100

200 CONTINUE
CALL RGETGR(FIT,NAMFLD,NUMREP)
DO 300 1=1,NUMREP

• -CALL PGETGR(FIT,NAMFLD,I,VALUE)
PRINT 150,NAMFLD,I,VALUE

300' CONTINUE
• GO TO 100

1+00 CONTINUE

An alternative method for sequentially accessing the data
fields is to retrieve the format definition table using
FGETGR and to search for the required fie. '^mes in that
table.
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APPENDIX A

COMPLETE EXAMPLE

a) rile Creation Program

The following is a complete listing of the program
which is discussed in Section 2 of Part I. This program
creates the BAGDAMS graphical file called MYHOUSE. The
file MYHOUSE is then saved as a permanent file for later
use. The following control cards are used to compile and
execute the program, and to catalog the graphical file
as a permanent file:

FTN.
ATTACH(SEMBEGSLIB,ID=MANDC) \ Attach the library
LDSET(LIB=SEMBEGS) / containing BAGDAMS.
LGO.
CATALOG(MYHOUSE,ID=MYID)
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PROGRAM MYHOUSE(OUTPUT,PLOT)
INTEGER FIT(400), BONGTAB(10), XARRAY(5), YARPAY(5), CHARS(8)
COMMON /MYHOUSE/ FIT, BONGTAB
DATA NFLDBNG /5/
DATA BONGTAB / 10HSUPPLIER ,-60 ,
$ 10HSTYLE , 30 ,
$ 10HWIDTH , 60 ,
$ 10HHEIGHT , 60 ,
$ 10HPRICE , 20 /

C
C NAME T.HE GRAPHICAL FILE "MYHOUSE", OPEN THE FILE, AND DEFINE THE
C FORMATS OF THE BUILDING BLOCKS THAT ARE TO BE USED.

CALL FILEGR(FIT,3LLFN,7LMYHOUSE)
CALL OPENGR(FIT)
CALL FINITGR(FIT,"ALL")
CALL FSP- :OR(FIT,"BONG","WINDOWINFO",NFLDBNG,BONGTAB)

C
C DEFINE A DRAWING OF A WINDOW.

CALL DSAVEGR(FIT,"WINDOWDFAW","WINDOWING")
C
C THE RECTANGULAR FRAME OF THE WINDOW IS A POLYGON ATOM INSTANCE.

NAME=10HFRAME
NPOINTS=5
XARRAY(1)=0
YARRAY(1)=0
XARRAY(2)=16777215
YARRAY(2)=0
XARRAY(3)=16777215
YARRAY(3)=16777215
XAP.RAY(4)=0
YARRAY(4)=16777215
XARRAY(5)=0
YARRAY(5)=0
CALL POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XAPRAY,YARRAY)

C
C THE CROSSBAR IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WINDOW IS ALSO A POLYGON ATOM
C INSTANCE, IN THIS CASE A SIMPLE STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENT.

NAME=10HCROSSBAR
NPOINTS=2
XARRAY(1)=0
YARRAY(1)=8388608
XARRAY(2)=16777215
YARRAY(2)=8388608
CALL POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XARRAY,YARRAY)

C
C DEFINE A DRAWING OF A DOOR.

CALL DSAVEGR(FIT,"DOORDRAW","WINDOWING")
C
C THE RECTANGULAR FRAME OF THE DOOR IS SPECIFIED IN EXACTLY THE SAME
C FASHION AS THE WINDOW FRAME WAS PREVIOUSLY.

NAME=10HFRAME
NPOINTS=5
XARRAY(1)=0
YARRAY(1)=0
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XARRAY(2)=16777215
YARRAY(2)=0
XARRAY(3)=16777215
YARRAY(3)=16777215
XARRAY(4)=0
YARRAY(4)=16777215
XARRAY(5)=0
YARRAY(5)=0
CALL POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XAPRAY,YARPAY)

C
C THE WINDOW WITHIN THE DOOR IS fi WINDOWDRAW SUBDRAWING INSTANCE.

NAMINS=10HWINDOW
NAMDRA=10HWINDOWDRAW
iXLOC=3145728
IYLOC=8388606
IWIDTH=10485760
IHEIGHT=524288Pi
CALL SUBDRA(NAMINS,NAMDPA,IXLOC,IYLOC,IWIDTH,IHEIGHT)

C
C ATTACH WINDOWINPO BONG INSTANCE TO THE WINDOWDRAW SUBDRAWING.

CALL ATTBONG(18,"WILLIES WINDOW CO.",5RM26Q8,0.473,0.473,5287)
C
C DEFINE THE DRAWING OF THE HOUSE.

CALL DSAVEGR(FIT,"HOUSE","WINDOWING")
C.
C THE TRIANGULAR ROOF SECTION IS A POLYGON INSTANCE.

NAME=10HROOF
NPOINTS=4
XARRAY(l)=524288
YARRAY(l)=8388608
XARRAY(2)=16252928
YARRAY(2)=8388608
XARRAY(3)=8388608
YARRAY(3)=14680064
XARRAY(4)=524288
YARRAY(4)=8388608
CALL POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XARRAY,YARRAY)

C
C THE OUTLINE OF THE WALL IS ALSO A POLYGON INSTANCE.

NAME=10HWALL
NPOINTS=4
XARRAY(1)=2097152
YARRAY(1)=8388608
XARRAY(2)=2097152
YARRAY(2)=0
XARRAY(3)=14680064
YARRAY{3)=0
XARRAY(4)=14680064
YARRAY(4)=8388608
CALL POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XARRAY,YARRAY)

C
C THE LEFT WINDOW IS A WINDOWDRAW SUBDRAWING INSTANCE.

CALL SUBDRA("WINDOW1", "WINDOWDRAW11, 3145728,3145728,2621440,
$ 4194304)
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C
C ATTACH THE LABEL "Wl", AND A WINDOWINFO BONG INSTANCE TO THE LEFT
C WINDOWDRAW SUBDRAWING INSTANCE. LABEL CHARACTERS ARE ASCII CODED.

CHARS(1)=127B
CHARS(2)=61B
NCHARS=2
IXLOC=3670016
IYLOC=7340032
ISIZE=786432
CALL ASAVEGR(FIT,"LABEL","ATOM","TEXT")
CALL TEXT(NCHARS,CHARS,IXLOC,IYLOC,IS IZE)
CALL ATTBONG(21,"PALOTTS AND DOOLITTLE",5RZ3684,0.875,1.532,12498)

C
C THE RIGHT WINDOW IS ALSO A WINDOWDRAW INSTANCE. ATTACH THE
C LABEL "W2", AND A WINDOWINFO BONG INSTANCE TO IT.

CALL SUBDRA("WINDOW2","WINDOWDRAW",11010048,4194304,2621440,
$ 2621440)
CHARS(1)=127B
CHARS(2)=62B
CALL ASAVEGR(FIT,"LABEL","ATOM","TEXT")
CALL TEXT(2,CHARS,11534336,6815744,786432)
CALL ATTBONG(21,"PALOTTS AND DOOLITTLE",5RZ3625,1.039,1.039,10754)

C
C THE DOOR IS A DOORDRAW SUBDRAWING INSTANCE.

CALL SUBDRA("DOOR","DOORDRAW",6815 744,524288,3145728,576 7168)
C
C THE TITLE "MY HOUSE" IS A TEXT ATOM INSTANCE.

CHARS(1)=115B
CHARS(2)=131B
CHARS(3)=40B
CHARS(4)=110B
CHARS(5)=117B
CHARS(6)=125B
CHARS(7)=123B
CHARS(8)=1P5B
CALL ISAVEGR(FIT,"TITLE","ATOM","TEXT")
CALL TEXT(8,CHARS,4194304,15204352,1048576)

C
C DISPLAY THE DRAWING OF THE HOUSE ON THE CALCOMP PLOTTER.

CALL DISPLGR(FIT,"HOUSE","CALCOMP",0,IERFLAG)
C
C CLOSE THE FILE AND TERMINATE.

CALL CLOSEGR(FIT)
STOP
END
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SUBROUTINE POLYGON(NAME,NPOINTS,XARRAY,YARRAY)
INTEGER FIT(400), BONGTAB(10), XARRAY(NPOINTS), YARRAY(NPOINTS)
COMMON /MYHOUSE/ FIT, BONGTAB

C
C DEFINE A POLYGON ATOM INSTANCE. NOTE THAT LINESTYLE=1 MEANS SOLID
C LINES ARE USED BETWEEN VERTICES. LEAVING THE OTHER PARAMETERS AT
C DEFAULT OF ZERO MEANS THAT THE VERTICES OF THE POLYGON WILL NOT BE
C MARKED WITH A CHARACTER.

CALL ISAVEGR(FIT,NAME,"ATOM","POLYGON")
NCOORDS=2 *NPOINTS
LINSTYL=1
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"LINESTYLE",0,LINSTYL)
CALL RSAVEGR(FIT,"VERTICES",NCOORDS)
DO 100 1=1,NPOINTS

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"VERTICES",1*2-1,XAFRAY(I))
CALL PSAVEGR (FIT, "VERTICES", 1*2 ,YARRAY(D)

100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SUBDRA(NAMINS,NAMDRA,XLOC,YLOC,WIDTH,HEIGHT)
INTEGER FIT(400), BONGTAB(10), TRANTAB(8), XLOC, YLOC, WIDTH,

$ HEIGHT, VALUVEC(8)
COMMON /MYHOUSE/ FIT, BONGTAB
DATA TRANTAB / 7HXLOCDRA, 7HYLOCDRA, 8HWIDTHDRA, 9HHEIGHTDRA,
$ 7HXLOCINS, 7HYLOCINS, 8HWIDTHINS, 9HHEIGHTINS /

C
C DEFINE A SUBDRAWING INSTANCE. THE ENTIRE SUBDRAWING IS
C TRANSFORMED INTO THE SPECIFIED REGION OF THE CURRENT DRAWING.

CALL ISAVEGR(FIT,NAMINS,"DRAWING",NAMDRA)
VALUVEC(1)=0
VALUVEC(2)=0
VALUVEC(3)=16777215
VALUVEC(4)=16777215
VALUVEC(5)=XLOC
VALUVEC(6)=YLOC
VALUVEC(7)=WIDTH
VALUVEC(8)=HEIGHT
DO 100 1=1,8

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,TRANTAB(I) ,0,VALUVEC(I))
100 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ATTBONG(NCHAR,ISUPPLY,STYLE,WIDTH,HEIGHT,PRICE)
INTEGER FIT(400), BONGTAB(10), ISUPPLY(l)
REAL VALUVEC(4)
COMMON /MYHOURE/ FIT, BONGTAB

C
C DEFINE A WINDOWINFO BONG ATTACHED INSTANCE, STORING THE GIVEN
C INFORMATION WITHIN it.

CALL ASAVEGR(FIT,"WINDOWDATA","BONG","WINDOWINFO")
NWORD=(NCHAR+9)/10
CALL RSAVEGR(FIT,"SUPPLIER",NWORD)
DO 100 1=1,NWORD

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"SUPPLIER",I,ISUPPLY(I))
100 CONTINUE

VALUVEC(1)=STYLE
VALUVEC(2)=WIDTH
VALUVEC(3)=HEIGHT
VALUVEC(4)=PRICE
DO 200 1=1,4

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,BONGTAB(1*2+1),0,VALUVEC(I))
2 00 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TEXT(NCHARS,CHARS,IXLOC,IYLOC,ISIZE)
INTEGER FIT(400), BONGTAB(10), TEXTTAB(5), CHARS(NCHARS),
$ VALUVEC(5)
COMMON /MYHOUSE/ FIT, BONGTAB
DATA TEXTTAB / 9HXLOCATION, 9HYLOCATION, 9HCHARWIDTH,
$ 10HCHARHEIGHT, 5HSPACE /

C
C . SPECIFY THE PARAMETERS FOR A TEXT INSTANCE, USING THE GIVEN
C INFORMATION.

VALUVEC(1)=IXLOC
VALUVEC(2)=IYLOC
VALUVEC(3)=786432
VALUVEC(4)=ISIZE
VALUVEC(5)=1048576
DO 100 1=1,5

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,TEXTTAB(I),0,VALUVEC(I))
100 CONTINUE

CALL RSAVEGR(FIT,"CHARACTERS",NCHARS)
DO 200 1=1,NCHARS

CALL PSÀVEGR(FIT,"CHARACTERS",I,CHARS(I))
2 00 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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The preceding program produces the following output on the
CALCOMP pen plotter. (The drawing has been reduced to one
half of actual size.)

MY HOUSE
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b) File Reading and.Modifieation Program

The following is a complete listing of the program
which is discussed in Section 3 of Part I. This
program reads through the graphical file called MYHOUSE,
created by the program listed in Section (a) above.
The program in this Section produces a price list of
the windows in the house and also modifies the drawing
of the door. The following control cards are used to
compile and execute the program, and to make the
modifications to the file permanent.

FTN.
ATTACH(MYHOUSE,ID=MYID). - Attach the previously created file.

ATTACH(SEMBEGSLIBgID=MÀNDC) • I Attach the library
LDSET(LIB=SEMBEGS) f containing BAGDAMS
LGO.
EXTEND(MYHOUSE) - Make the modifications permanent.
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PROGRAM READHOD(OUTPUT,PLOT)
INTEGER FIT(400), XARRAY(5), YARRAY(5), SUBDRA(2,5)

C
C OPEN THE EXISTING GRAPHICAL FILE CALLED MYHOUSE.

CALL FILEGR(FIT,3LLFN,7LMYHOUSE)
CALL OPENGR(FIT)

C
C POSITION TO THE HOUSE DRAWING, INITIALIZE THE PRICE TOTAL AND THE
C COUNTER OF NON-WINDOW SUBDRAWINGS, AND PRINT OUT A HEADING.

CALL STOREGR(FIT,"CURRENTDRA","HOUSE")
TOTCOST=0.0
NSUBDRA=0
PRINT 10

10 FORMAT("1 WINDOWS PRICE LIST:")
C • • ' • ' . .. • '

C SEARCH THROUGH THE HOUSE DRAWING FOR WINDOWDRAWS AND OTHER
C SUBDRAWING INSTANCES. .

NAME=0 . . . .
CALL IFINDGR(FIT,"FIRST",NAME)
IF (NAME .EQ. 0) GO TO 400 .

100 CALL IGETGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYPE/MASNAME)
IF (INSTYPE .NE. "DRAWING") GO TO 300
IF (MASNAME. .NE. "WINDOWDRAW") GO TO 200

C
C EXTRACT THE PRICE OF THE WINDOW FROM THE ATTACHED BONG CALLED
C WINDOWDATA. PRINT OUT THE NAME OF THE WINDOWDRAW INSTANCE
C WITH THE PRICE, ADD THE PRICE TO THE TOTAL COST.

CALL STOREGR(FIT,"CURRENTATT","WINDOWDATA")
CALL PGETGR(FIT,"PRICE",0,IPRICE)
PRICE=IPRICE/100.0
PRINT 110, NAME, PRICE

110 FORMATP0 ",A10,F7.2)
TOTCOSTsTOTCOST+PRICE
GO TO 300

C
C ADD THE NAME OF THE NON-WINDOWDRAW SUBDRAWING TO THE LIST OF
C SUBDRAWINGS.

200 NSUBDRAINSUBDRA+1
SUBDRA(1,NSUBDRA)=MASNAME
SUBDRA(2,NSUBDRA)«NAME

C
300 NAME=0 /

CALL IFINDGR(FIT,"NEXT",NAME) J

IF (NAME .NE. 0) GO TO 100
C
C SEARCH THROUGH EACH DRAWING IN THE SUBDRAWING LIST FOR WINDOWDRAW
C SUBDRAWING INSTANCES.

400 IF (NSUBDRA .EQ. 0) GO TO 800
DO 700 1=1,NSUBDRA

CALL STOREGR(FIT,"CURRENTDRA",SUBDRA(1,I))
NAME=0
CALL IFINDGR(FIT,"FIRST",NAME)
IF (NAME .EQ. 0) GO TO 700

500 CALL IGETGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYPE,MASNAME)
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IF (MASNAME .NE. "WINDQWDRAW") GO TO 600
C
C EXTRACT THE PRICE FROM THE ATTACHED BONG AND PRINT IT OUT
C ALONG WITH THE NAME OF THE WINDOWDRAW INSTANCE AND THE NAME
C OF THE SUBDRAWING INSTANCE WITHIN THE HOUSE DRAWING. ADD
C PRICE TO THE TOTAL COST.

CALL STOREGR(FIT,"CURRENTATT","WINDOWDATA")
CALL PGETGR(FIT,"PRICE",0,IPRICE)
PRICE=IPRIC.E/100.0
p'RINT 510, SUBDRA(2,I), NAME,. PRICE

510 FORMAT("0 ",A10,A11,F7.2)
TOTCOST=TOTCOST+PRICE

C •
600 NAME=0 . .

CALL IFINDGR(FIT,"NEXT",NAME)
IF (NAME .NE. 0) GO TO 500

C '
700 CONTINUE

C .
C PRINT TOTAL COST OF WINDOWS.

800 PRINT 810, TOTCOST
810 FORMATC'0 TOTAL COST =",F8.2)

C
C CHANGE THE SIZE OF THE WINDOW WITHIN THE DOORDRAW.

CALL STOREGR(FIT,"CURRENTDRA","DOORDRAW")
CALL STOREGR(FIT,"CURRENTINS","WINDOW")
CALL STOREGR(FIT,"CURRENTATT",0)
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"XLOCINS",0,2796203)
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"WIDTHINS",0,11184810)
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"HEIGHTÏNS",0,6863407)

C
C ADD A HANDLE TO THE DOORDRAW. THE RECTANGULAR HANDLE IS A POLYGON
C INSTANCE.

XARRAY(1)=XARRAY(4)=XARRAY(5)=13981013
XARRAY(2)=XARRAY(3)=15379113
YARRAY(1)=YARRAY(2)=YARRAY(5)=6100806
YARRAY(3)-YARRAY(4)=7626007
CALL ISAVEGR(FIT,"HANDLE","ATOM","POLYGON")
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"LINESTYLE",0,1)
CALL RSAVEGR(FIT,"VERTICES",10)
DO 900 1=1,5

CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"VERTICES",1*2-1,XARRAY(I))
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"VERTICES",1*2 ,YARRAY(I))

900 CONTINUE
C
C DISPLAY THE DRAWING OF THE DOOR ON THE CALCOMP PLOTTER. THE SIZE
C OF THE DRAWING AREA IS SET SO AS TO MAINTAIN THE PROPER ASPECT
C RATIO BETWEEN THE WIDTH AND THE HEIGHT OF THE DOOR.

CALL STOREGR(FIT,"CURRENTDRA","fSN.HGDOUT")
CALL ISAVEGR(FIT,"DOORDRAW","BONG","[SN.HGDOUT")
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"HORLEN ?H",0,7500)
CALL PSAVEGR(FIT,"VERTLENGTH",0,13750)
CALL DISPLGR(FIT,"DOORDRAW","CALCOMP",0.IERFLAG)
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CLOSE THE PILE AND TERMINATE.
CALL CLOSEGR(FIT)
STOP
END

The preceding program produces the following output on the
line printer :

' WINDOWS PRICE LIST:
WIND0W1 124.98
WIND0W2 107.54
DOOR WINDOW 52.87
TOTAL COST = 2 8 5.39

In addition, the following output is produced on the CALCOMP
pen plotter. (The drawing is shown at actual size.)
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APPENDIX B

BAGDAMS SUBROUTINES

a) BAGDAMS1 User Callable Subroutines

There are twenty-six BAGDAMS subroutines which can be
called from user programs written in FORTRAN Extended.
These twenty-six subroutines are divided into seven
different sets of routines :

i) general file management routines

ii) building block format management routines

iii) drawing management routines

iv) instance management routines

v) attached instance management routines

vi) repeating field management routines

vii) parameter management routines.

The following is a list of the BAGDAMS user callable
subroutines, grouped into the seven sets named above.
For each subroutine the list of formal parameters is
shown, and a brief statement of the function performed
by the subroutine is provided. Also, a reference is
given to the appropriate Section of Part II, the
BAGDAMS Reference Handbook, where a detailed description
of the routine can be found.

i) General File Management Routines:

FILEGR(FIT,MNEM1,VALUE1,MNEM2,VALUE2,...) (seePt. II,
Sec. 3(a))

FILEGR establishes and initializes
the BAGDAMS FIT to be associated with
the graphical file.

OPENGR(FIT,ISTATUS) (see Pt. II,
Sec. 3(b))

OPENGR opens the graphical file. It
completes the initialization of the FIT
and the graphical file in preparation
for processing.
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CLOSEGR(FIT) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 3(b))

CLOSEGR closes the graphical file.
It terminates processing of the graphical
file, ensuring that all of the BAGDAMS FIT
buffers are flushed.

FETCHGR(FIT,PARAM,VALUE) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 3(c))

FETCHGR retrieves the value of a
Status Table parameter.

ST0REGR(FIT,PARAM,VALUE) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 3(c))

STOREGR stores values in some of
the Status Table parameters.

ii) Building Block Format Management Routines:

FSAVEGR(FIT,TYPE,NAME,NFIELDS,FLDTAB) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 4(b))

FSAVEGR stores building block format
definition tables in the building block
dictionaries.

FDR0PGR(FIT,TYPE,NAME) (See Pt. II,
Sec. it(b))

FDROPGR deletes building block format
definitions from the building block
dictionaries.

FGETGR(FIT,TYPE,NAME,NFIELDS,FLDTAB) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 4(c))

FGETGR retrieves the building block
format definition tables previously stored
by FSAVEGR.

FFINDGR(FIT,WHICH,TYPE,NAME) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 4(c))

FFINDGR obtains the name of the first
or the next entry in a building block
dictionary. It makes sequential access
to the building block format definitions
possible.
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iii) Drawing Management Routines:

DSAVEGRCFIT,NAME,NAMTRA) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 5(b))

DSAVEGR begins the definition of a new DRAWING.
It adds a new entry to the DRAWING dictionary.

DDROPGR(FIT,NAME) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 5(b))

DDROPGR deletes the definition of a DRAWING from
the DRAWING dictionary.

DGETGRCFIT,NAME,NAMTRA) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 5(c))

DGETGR retrieves the name of the TRANSFORM (which
was specified through a call to DSAVEGR) that can
be used to specify an instance of a DRAWING.

DFINDGR(FIT,WHICH,NAME) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 5(c))

DFINDGR obtains the name of the first or the next
entry in the DRAWING dictionary. It makes
sequential access to the DRAWING definitions possible.

iv) Instance Management Routines:

ISAVEGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYP,NAMTYP) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 6(b))

ISAVEGR begins the specification of a new instance
within the current DRAWING. It adds a new entry
to the current DRAWING'S instance dictionary.

IDR0PGR(FIT,NAME) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 6(b))

IDROPGR deletes an instance from the current DRAWING'S
instance dictionary.

IGETGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYP,NAMTYP) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 6(c))

IGETGR retrieves the instance type information (which
was specified through a call to ISAVEGR) for an
instance within the current DRAWING.
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IFINDGRCFIT,WHICH,NAME1 tSee p t , I I ,
Sec, 6 Ce i l

IFINDGR obtains thé name of the first or the next
entry in the current DRAWING'S instance dictionary.
It makes sequential access to the instance definitions
possible.

v) Attached Instance Management Routines:

ASAVEGRCFIT,NAME,INSTYP,NAMTYP) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 7(b))

ASAVEGR begins the specification of a new attached
instance attached to the current instance. It adds
a new entry to the current instance's attached
instance dictionary.

ADROPGR(FIT,NAME) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 7(b))

ADROPGR deletes an attached instance from the
current instance's attached instance dictionary.

AGETGR(FIT,NAME,INSTYP,NAMTYP) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 7(c))

AGETGR retrieves the attached instance type
information (which was specified through a call
to ASAVEGR) for an attached instance attached to
the current instance.

AFINDGR(FIT,WHICH,NAME) (^ee Pï; Ï?'
Sec. 7(c);

AFINDGR obtains the name of the first or the
next entry in the current instance's attached
instance dictionary. It makes sequential access
to the attached instance definitions possible.

vi) Repeating Field Management Routines:

RSAVEGR(FIT,NAMFLD,NUMREP) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 8(a))

RSAVEGR specifies the number of elements in a repeating
field within the current instance or attached instance.
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RGETGRCPIT,NAMFLD,NUMREPi (See Pt, II,
Sec, 8(b))

RGETGR retrieves the number of elements (which
was specified through a call to RSAVEGR) in a
repeating field within the current instance or
attached instance.

vii) Parameter Management Routines:

PSAVEGR(FIT,NAMFLD,INDEX,VALUE) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 9(a))

PSAVEGR stores parameter values in the fields
of the data record associated with the current
instance or attached instance.

PGETGR(FIT,NAMFLD,INDEX,VALUE) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 9(b))

PGETGR retrieves'parameter values from the
fields of the data record associated with the
current instance or attached instance.

PFINDGRCFIT,WHICH,NAMFLD,INDEX) (See Pt. II,
Sec. 9(b))

PFINDGR obtains the name of the first or the next
iield in the data record associated with the
current instance or attached instance. It makes
sequential access to the data fields possible.

b) BAGDAMS Internal Subroutines

BAGDAMS is written in a modular fashion. The user callable
subroutines themselves call upon a number of subroutines
internal to the BAGDAMS system. Although these internal
subroutines perform a variety of graphical file
processing functions requirea for the proper internal
operation of the BAGDAMS routines, they are not of
direct concern to the user of BAGDAMS. However, since
the internal subroutines are FORTRAN callable, the user
of BAGDAMS must avoid giving any of his own program
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modules the same name as one of the internal subroutines.
The BAGDAMS internal subroutines all have names of the
form ZZZnnGR, where nn are two digits.

In addition, BAGDAMS uses an internal common block named
/ZZZ01GR/. Again, this common block is not of direct
concern to the user, but he must avoid giving any of his
own common blocks the same name.
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APPENDIX C

BAGDAMS FIT

The following diagram illustrates the internal layout of a
BAGDAMS File Information Table (FIT). It shows the three
major areas within the FIT:

a) the CYBER Record Manager (CRM) File Information Table

b) the Status Table

c) the BAGDAMS FIT buffer area.

BAGDAMS FIT

CRM

File Information

Table

61

76
Status Table

BAGDAMS
FIT

Buffers

336

401

BAGDAMS
FIT Buffer

Flags

60 words, FIT(l) through FIT(60), are
used to hold the CRM File Information
Table. This leaves a great deal of
unused space, since only 35 words are
required by CRM at present. (See [1,2]).

15 words, FIT(61) through FIT(75), are
used to hold the Status Table. Only 11 of
these words are used at present. (See
Appendix D.)

260 words, FIT(76) through FIT(335), are
used to hold the BAGDAMS FIT buffers.
(See Appendix F.)

65 words, FIT(336) through FIT(AOO), are
used to hold the BAGDAMS FIT buffer flags
needed for buffer management purposes.
Only A3 words are used at present. (See
Appendix G.)
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APPENDIX D

STATUS TABLE

The following is a list of the eleven parameters contained
in the Status Table within a BAGDAMS FIT. For each parameter
a brief explanation of its meaning and use is given, and the
BAGDAMS routines which modify the parameter are listed. Also
given for each parameter is an indication of the type of user
access permitted. "Fetch only" means that the user can only
retrieve the parameter value by calling FETCHGR. "Fetch/Store"
means that the parameter value can be retrieved through
FETCHGR and also set through STOREGR.

Status Table

62

63

6';

65

66
Fit Array / 67

Index \ 68

69

70

71

-^ 75

ERRORFLAG

OPENFLAG

FITESTAB

NAME.

CURRENTATM

CURRENTBNG

CURRENTTRA

CURRENTDRA

CURRENTINS

CURRENTATT

CURRENTFLD

Not Used

ERRORFLAG (FIT(61); Fetch only)

ERRORFLAG Indicates the success or reason for failure
of a BAGDAMS subroutine.

Set to integer error code value on error return
from any of the BAGDAMS subroutines.

Set to zero on successful return from any BAGDAMS
subroutine except FETCHGR and STOREGR.
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OPENFLAG (FITC62); Fetch only)

OPENFLAG indicates whether or not the graphical file
is open for processing.

Initialized to 6HCL0SED by FILEGR.

Set to 4H0PEN on successful return from OPENGR.

Set to 6HCLOSED on successful return from CLOSEGR.

FITESTAB (FIT(63); Fetch only)

FITESTAB indicates whether or not the BAGDAMS FIT
associated with the graphical file has been established
and initialized by FILEGR.

Set to 2HN0 on error return from FILEGR.

Set to 3HYES on successful return from FILEGR.

NAME (Fit(64); Fetch only)

NAME indicates the name (whether generated or user supplied)
of the last entry that was added to one of the dictionaries
in the. graphical file.

Set to the name of the entry that was just defined on
successful return from FSAVEGR, DSAVEGR, ISAVEGR, and
ASAVEGR.

CURRENTATM (Fit(65); Fetch/Store)

CURRENTATM indicates the name of the current entry within
the ATOM building block dictionary.

Initialized to zero on successful return from OPENGR.

Set to the name of the ATOM dictionary entry that was
just processed on successful return from

FSAVEGR(FIT,'ATOM',...) and FGETGR(FIT,'ATOM1,...).

Set to zero on successful return from FDROPGR(FIT,'ATOM',,
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CURRENTBNG (Fit(66); Fetch/Store)

CURRENTBNG indicates the name of the current entry within
the BONG building block dictionary.

Initialized to zero on successful return from OPENGR.

Set to the name of the BONG dictionary entry that was
just processed on successful return from
FSAVEGRCFIT,1BONG',...), and FGETGR(FIT,'BONG',...).

Set to zero on successful return from FDROPGRCFIT,'BONG',...).

CURRENTTRA CFITC67); Fetch/Store)

CURRENTTRA indicates the name of the current entry within
the TRANSFORM building block dictionary.

Initialized to zero on successful return from OPENGR.

Set to the name of the TRANSFORM dictionary entry that
was just processed on successful return from
FSAVEGR(FIT,'TRANSFORM',...), and FGETGR(FIT,'TRANSFORM',...).

Set to zero on successful return from
FDROPGRCFIT,'TRANSFORM',...).

CURRENTDRA CFITC68); Fetch/Store)

CURRENTDRA indicates the name of the current entry within
the DRAWING dictionary.

Initialized to zero on successful return from OPENGR.

Set to the name of the DRAWING dictionary entry that was
just processed on successful return from DSAVEGR and
DGETGR.

Set to zero on successful return from DDROPGR.

CURRENTINS (FIT(69); Fetch/Store)

CURRENTINS indicates the name of the current entry within
the current DRAWING'S instance dictionary.

Initialized to zero on successful return from OPENGR.

Set to the name of the instance dictionary entry that
was just processed on successful return from ISAVEGR
and IGETGR.

Set to zero on successful return from DSAVEGR, DDROPGR,
DGETGR, and IDROPGR.
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CURRENTATT (FITC70); Fetch/Store)

CURRENTATT indicates the name of the current entry
within the current instance's attached instance dictionary.

Initialized to zero on successful return from OPENGR.

Set to the name of the attached instance dictionary
entry that was just processed on successful return
from ASAVEGR and AGETGR.

Set to zero on successful return from DSAVEGR, DDROPGR,
DGETGR, ISAVEGR, IDROPGR, IGETGR, and ADROPGR.

CURRENTFLD (FIT(71); Fetch/Store)

CURRENTFLD indicates the name of the current field within
the data record associated with the current instance or
attached instance.

Initialized to zero on successful return from OPENGR.

Set to the name of the data field that was just processed
on successful return from RSAVEGR, RGETGR, PSAVEGR, and
PGETGR.

Set to zero on successful return from DSAVEGR, DDROPGR,
DGETGR,• ISAVEGR, IDROPGR, IGETGR, ASAVEGR, ADROPGR and
AGETGR.
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APPENDIX E

ERROR CONDITIONS

a) BAGDAMS Error Codes

Any error conditions detected by the BAGDAMS subroutines
are flagged by means of an integer error code value
returned in the Status Table ERRORFLAG parameter. An
error condition causes the BAGDAMS subroutine which detects

' the condition to act as a "do-nothing" routine. It
returns control to the user program without performing
the operation that was requested. Thus, all errors
detected by BAGDAMS are considered non-fatal. It is left
to the user program to react appropriately when an error
code value has been stored in ERRORFLAG.

The following is a list of the BAGDAMS error codes. For
each code a brief explanation of its meaning (the condition
giving rise to it) is provided, and the BAGDAMS routines
which can detect the error condition are listed.

Code Meaning Detected by

100 Invalid FILEGR parameter mnemonic

200 FILEGR parameter LFN not specified

400 Attempt to open a file that is not
closed

500 BAGDAMS file header record not found,
i.e. the file to be opened already
exists but is not a graphical file

600 Attempt to close a file that is not open

700 Invalid Status Table parameter name

1000 Building block type not 4HATOM,4HBONG
or 9HTRANSF0RM

1100 Duplicate ATOM,BONG, or TRANSFORM name

1200 Specified number of fields in building
block format definition table is invalid

1300 Field name equals zero in building
block format definition table

FILEGR

FILEGR

OPENGR

OPENGR

CLOSEGR

FETCHGR,STOREGR

FSAVEGR, FDROPGR,
FGETGRjFFINDGR

FSAVEGR

FSAVEGR

FSAVEGR
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Code Meaning Detected by

1400 Duplicate field name in building
block format definition table

1500 Invalid data field length
specified in building block format
definition table

1600 Requested building block format
definition not found

1700 FFINDGR parameter WHICH not
4HNEXT, or 5HFIRST

2 00 0 Duplicate DRAWING name

2100 The format for the specified
TRANSFORM has not been defined

2 2 00 Requested DRAWING not defined

2 30 0 DFINDGR parameter WHICH not
4HNEXT, or 5HFIRST

3 000 Current DRAWING, specified by
Status Table CURRENTDRA parameter,
is not defined

3100 Duplicate instance name

3 2 00 Instance type not 4HAT0M.4HB0NG,
or.7HDRAWING

3 300 Specified ATOM,BONG, or DRAWING
not defined

340 0 Specified DRAWING is defined but
associated TRANSFORM is not

3 5 00 Requested instance not found

3 600 IFINDGR parameter WHICH not
4HNEXT, or 5HFIRST

4000 Current instance within current
DRAWING, specified by Status
Table CURRENTINS and CURRENTDRA
parameters, is not defined

4100 Duplicate attached instance name

42 00 Attached instance type not 4HATOM,
4HB0NG, or 7HDRAWING

43 00 Specified ATOM,BONG, or DRAWING
not defined

FSAVEGR

FSAVEGR

FDROPGR,FGETGR,
FFINDGR

FFINDGR

DSAVEGR

DSAVEGR

DDROPGR,DGETGR,
DFINDGR

DFINDGR

ISAVEGR,IDROPGR,
IGETGR,IFINDGR

ISAVEGR

ISAVEGR

ISAVEGR

ISAVEGR

IDROPGR,IGETGR,
IFINDGR

IFINDGR

ASAVEGR,ADROPGR,
AGETGR,AFINDGR

ASAVEGR

ASAVEGR

ASAVEGR
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Code Meaning Detected by

H400

4-500

4600

5000

5100

5200

5300

5400

6000

6100

Specified DRAWING is defined but
associated TRANSFORM is not

Requested attached instance not
found

AFINDGR parameter WHICH not
4HNEXT, or 5HFIRST

ASAVEGR

ADROPGR,AGETGR,
AFINDGR

AFINDGR

If Status Table CURRENTATT
parameter equals zero:

Current instance within current
DRAWING, specified by Status Table
CURRENTINS and CURRENTDRA parameters,
is not defined.

If CURRENTATT does not equal zero:
Current attached instance,
specified by Status Table CURRENTATT,
CURRENTINS, and CURRENTDRA parameters,
is not defined.

RSAVEGR,RGETGR

Format definition table corresponding
to current instance or attached
instance is not defined

Specified field name is not defined
in corresponding format definition
table

Specified field name is not a
repeating field

Specified number of elements is
invalid

RSAVEGR,RGETGR

RSAVEGR,RGETGR

RSAVEGR,RGETGR

RSAVEGR

PSAVEGR,PGETGR,
PFINDGR

If Status Table CURRENTATT
parameter equals zero:

Current instance within current
DRAWING, specified by Status
Table CURRENTINS and CURRENTDRA
parameters, is not defined.

If CURRENTATT does not equal zero:
Current attached instance,
specified by Status Table CURRENTATT,
CURRENTINS, and CURRENTDRA parameters,
is not defined.

Format definition table corresponding PSAVEGR,PGETGR,
to current instance or attached PFINDGR
instance is not defined
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Code Meaning Detected by

6200 Requested field name not found in
corresponding format definition
table

6300 Specified INDEX is invalid

64 00 PFINDGR parameter WHICH not
4HNEXT, or 5HFIRST

9 00 0 Associated FIT not yet initialized
by FILESR

910 0 Attempted operation on a file that
is not open

PSAVEGR,PGETGR,
PFINDGR

PSAVEGR,PGETGR

PFINDGR

All BAGDAMS
routines except
FILEGRjFETCHGR,
STOREGR

All BAGDAMS
routines except
FILEGR,FETCHGR,
STOREGR,OPENGR,
CLOSEGR

b) CRM Errors

Since BAGDAMS uses direct calls of CYBER Record Manager
(CRM) to perform all of its mass storage input/output
operations, it is possible to encounter CRM errors in
certain circumstances. For details of CRM error handling
(in word addressable files in particular) see [1,2]. The
user can exert some control over the handling of CRM
errors by means of the EXD and SDS parameters which can
be specified in the call to FILEGR.

Possibly the most common CRM error that will be
encountered is:

RM ERROR 13 0 RT=W CONTROL WORD PARITY ERROR

This usually results from BAGDAMS attempting to process:

a) a previously existing file that is not a BAGDAMS
graphical file

b) a catalogued graphical file that has not been
properly extended after it was modified, or

c) a damaged graphical file.
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APPENDIX F

BUFFERS

A large por t ion of a BASDAMS FIT i s used as buffer area
by BAGDAMS. The following diagram i l l u s t r a t e s the layout
of the BAGDAMS buffers within a BAGDAMS FIT. BAGDAMS i s
able to keep t rack of the contents of i t s buffers by
means of the FIT buffer f lags (see Appendix G).

FIT ,
Array /
Index

.76

86

106

116

126

156

196

211

261

286

^336

BAGDAMS FIT Buffers

BAGDAMS File Header Record
Buffer

ATOM Dictionary
Buffer

BONG Dictionary
Buffer

TRANSFORM Dictionary
Buffer

DRAWING Dictionary
Buffer

Instance Dictionary
Buffer

Attached Instance Dictionary
Buffer !

Building Block
Format Definition Table

Buffer

Instance and Attached Instance!
Data Record j

Buffer |

Repeating Field
Data Block

Buffer

10 words, holds the special BAGDAMS
graphical file header record (see
Appendix H).

20 words, holds one block of the ATOM
dictionary (see Appendix I).

10 words, holds one block of the BONG
dictionary (see Appendix I).

10 words, holds one block of the TRANSFORM
dictionary (see Appendix I).

30 words, holds one block of the DRAWING
dictionary (see Appendix K).

40 words, holds one block of an instance
dictionary (see Appendix L).

15 words, holds one block of an attached
instance dictionary (see Appendix M).

50 words, holds a building block format
definition table (see Appendix J).

25 words, holds the data record associated
with an instance or attached instance
(see Appendix N).

50 words, holds one sub-block of a
repeating field data block (see
Appendix N).
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APPENDIX G

BUFFER FLAGS

BAGDAMS is able to keep track of the contents of the buffers
within a BAGDAMS FIT by means of the FIT buffer flags. The
following diagram illustrates the layout of the BAGDAMS FIT
buffer flags within a BAGDAMS FIT. Each flag is stored in
one word of the FIT.

BAGDAMS FIT Buffer Flags

FIT

Array /

3m
346
351

356

361

366

Index 371

376

381

386

391

\396

WHOHDR

LENATM

DRTBNG

Not Used

WHOINS

Not Used

INSATT

DRTFOR

LENPAR

TYPPAR

DRTARA

Not Used

Not Used

LENHDR

DRTATM

Not Used

WHODRA

LENINS

WHOATT

FSTATT

TYPFOR

DRTPAR

NAMPAR

Not Used

Not Used

Not Used

DRTHDR

Not Used

WHOTRA

LENDRA

DRTINS

LENATT

Not Used

NAMFOR

DRAPAR

Not Used

Not Used

FSTARA

Not Used

Not Used

WHOBNG

LENTRA

DRTDRA

DRAINS

DRTATT

WHOFOR

Not Used

INSPAR

WHOARA

Not Used

Not Used

Not Used

WHOATM

LENBNG

DRTTRA

Not Used

FSTINS

DRAATT

LENFOR

WHOPAR

ATTPAR

LENARA

Not Used

Not Used

Not Used

The names of the FIT buffer flags indicate their functions. The
last three characters in each flag name indicate which buffer
the flag corresponds to (see Appendix F):

HDR - BAGDAMS file header record buffer

ATM - ATOM dictionary buffer

BNG - BONG dictionary buffer

TRA - TRANSFORM dictionary buffer

DRA - DRAWING dictionary buffer

INS - Instance dictionary buffer

ATT - Attached instance dictionary buffer
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FOR - Building block format definition table buffer

PAR - Instance and attached instance data record buffer

ARA - Repeating field data block buffer

The first three characters in each flag name indicate the
function of the flag:

WHO - The flag contains the word address (WA) value
specifying the location in the CRM WA mass
storage file where the contents of the buffer
are or will be stored. (Each of the BAGDAMS FIT
buffers can hold one CRM W type logical record;
see [1,2].)

LEN - The flag contains an integer value specifying
the length (the number of 6-bit characters) in
the CRM W type logical record contained in the
buffer. This indicates the amount of "good" data
in the buffer, stored beginning at the first
location of the buffer as shown in Appendix F.

DRT - The flag contains an integer value specifying whether
the buffer is "clean" or "dirty".

= 0, buffer is clean; it contains no CRM W type
logical record.

= 1, buffer is clean; it contains a CRM W type
logical record which corresponds exactly to a
record on the CRM WA mass storage file.

- 2, buffer is dirty; it contains a CRM W type
logical record which has no corresponding
record on the CRM WA mass storage file.

= 3, buffer is dirty; it contains a CRM W type
logical record which is a modified version
(though of the same length) as a record on the
CR'l WA mass storage file.

FST - The flag contains the WA value specifying the
location in the CRM WA mass storage file where
is stored the first block in the list of blocks
for a dictionary, or the first sub-block in the
list of sub-blocks for a repeating field data
block.
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DRA,INS,ATT - The flags contain names indicating
the logical identity of the contents of the
buffer. For example, DRAINS specifies the name
of the DRAWING to which this instance dictionary
block belongs. DRAPAR,INSPAR, and ATTPAR together
specify the instance or attached instance to which
this data record belongs.

TYP,NAM - The flags contain names indicating the logical
identity of a building block format definition
table'. For example, TYPF0R=4HAT0M and NAMFOR=7HPOLYGON
means that the building block format definition
table buffer contains the POLYGON ATOM format table.
TYPPAR=4HATOM and NAMPAR=7HP0LYG0N means that the
instance and attached instance data record buffer
contains the data record for a POLYGON ATOM instance
or attached instance.
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APPENDIX H

HEADER RECORD

Every BAGDAMS graphical file, as it is saved on mass
storage by CYBER Record Manager (CRM), begins with a special
BAGDAMS graphical file header record. This header record
is a single CRM W type logical record, located at Word
Address (WA) value one. The following diagram illustrates
the internal format and contents of a BAGDAMS file header
record.

BAGDAMS File Header Record

Total Length
10 words

(100 characters)

\

1

1

1

1

1 word, Header Label
=10HBAGDAMS1.0

word, WA of first block
ATOM Dictionary

word, WA of first block
BONG Dictionary

word. WA of first block
TRANSFORM Dictionary

word, WA of first block
DRAWING Dictionary

1 word, Highest WA value
used in this file

H Words

Not Used

of

of

of

of
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APPENDIX I

BUILDING BLOCK DICTIONARIES

The three building block dictionaries - the ATOM dictionary,
the BONG dictionary, and the TRANSFORM dictionary - all
have the same storage structure in the CRM WA mass storage
file. A building block dictionary consists of a linked list
of one or more dictionary blocks. Each block is a single
CRM W type logical record. An ATOM dictionary block has
length 20 words (200 characters) and can hold 10 entries
(each entry takes 2 words of storage). BONG and TRANSFORM
dictionary blocks are of length 10 words (100 characters)
and can hold 5 entries. If a dictionary block contains fewer
than the allowed maximum number of entries, all entries appear
at the beginning of the block and the remaining portion of
the block contains zeros. The following diagram illustrates
the internal format of a building block dictionary block.

Building Block Dictionary Block

ATOM dictionary
block can hold
10 entries.
BONG or TRANSFORM
dictionary block
can hold
5 entries.

1 word,

Entry Name

•
•

•

•

•

«

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

30 b i t s ,
Number of
Entries

in Block

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

VA of next
Dictionary

block
(0 i f l a s t ) , j

30 b i t s ,
WA of format

tefinition Table

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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APPENDIX J

BUILDING BLOCK FORMAT TABLES

Each entry in a building block dictionary contains
a pointer (a WA value) specifying the location of the
associated format definition table within the CRM WA
mass storage file (see the diagram in Appendix I). A
format definition table is contained within a s'no-le
CRM W type logical record. The length of the ta*.
varies, depending upon the number of fields in the format
definition. Each field takes 2 words (20 characters) of
storage. Thus, the length of the table implicitly
specifies the number of fields in the format definition
table. The following diagram illustrates the internal
layout of a building block format table.

Building Block Format Definition Table

Variable
Length,

Maximum 25
Entries.

1 word,

F ie ld Name

•

•

•

30 bits, ! 1± I W . ' N
RL i Q I F W I B I B

i

0 i

I

i

i

i

i

i

i

1 '

i i

i

i

I

i

i
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RL Specifies the length, in characters, of the data record
associated with an instance or attached instance of thin
building block.

RF 1 bit, repeating field flag:

=0 - the field is not a repeating field»

=1 - the field is a repeating field.

AW 6 bits, specifies the relative address of the word
containing either the data field or the repeating field
header within the data record associated with an instance
or attached instance of this building block. The words
within the data record are numbered sequentially from
zero.

AB 6 bits, specifies the starting bit location of either the
data field or the repeating field header within the word
specified by AW. The bits are numbered 0 to 59 from low
to high order.

NB 6 bits, specifies the number of bits in the data field:
If the field is not a repeating field, NB specifies the
length of the data field within the data record associated
with an instance or attached instance of this building
block. In this case NB<_60 and the data field is not
allowed to cross a word boundary, i.e. AB+1>NB.

If the field is a repeating field, NB specifies the length
of each element in the field. In this case AW and AB
specify the location of a 4 5-bit repeating field header
within the data record (see Appendix N). NB<_60 and the
repeating field header is not allowed to cross a word
boundary, i.e. AB+1>.4 5.
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APPENDIX K

DRAWING DICTIONARY

The DRAWING dictionary consists of a linked list of one or
more dictionary blocks. Each block is a single CRM W type
logical record. A DRAWING dictionary block has length
30 words (300 characters) and can hold 10 entries (each
entry takes 3 words of storage). If a block contains fewer
than 10 entries, all entries appear at the: beginning of the
block and the remaining portion of the block contains zeros.
The following diagram illustrates the internal format of a
DRAWING dictionary block.

DRAWING Dictionary Block

Room
for 10
entries

1 word,
Entry Name

•

•

:

;

1 word,
Name of associated

transformation

•

•

*

30 bits ' 3° b i t s'WAJU bits,
Number of , .

entries IC* 4
i n f ance

in block i dictionary

0 •

i

' i

I

I

I

i •

i

I

0
1

WA of next
DRAWING
lictionary bl'ock .
(0 if last), i
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APPENDIX L

INSTANCE DICTIONARIES

Each entry in the DRAWING dictionary contains a pointer (a
WA value) specifying the location of the associated instance
dictionary within the CRM WA mass storage file (see the
diagram in Appendix K). An instance dictionary consists of
a linked list of one or more dictionary blocks. Each block
is a single CRM W type logical record. An instance dictionary
block has length 40 words (400 characters) and can hold
10 entries (each entry takes 4 words of storage). If a block
contains fewer than 10 entries, all entries appear at the
beginning of the block and the remaining portion of the block
contains zeros. The following diagram illustrates the internal
format of an instance dictionary block.



Instance Dictionary Block

Room for
10 entries

\

1 word.
Entry Name

1 word,
ATOM, BONG, or
DRAWING Name

30 bits.
Instance
Type-.
O-ATOM

30 bits,
WA of first

block of entries in t associated
att. instanqe block data record

1 - BONG

2 - DRAWING'

dictionary
,i (O if no
att. instan
dictionary)

e

30 bits,
Number of

30 bits,
WA of

WA of next i
block in i
dictionary i
(0 if last) i

o
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APPENDIX M

ATTACHED INSTANCE DICTIONARIES

An entry in an instance dictionary can contain a pointer
(a WA value) specifying the location of an associated attached
instance dictionary within the CRM WA mass storage file (see
the diagram in Appendix L). An attached instance dictionary
consists of a linked list of one or more dictionary blocks.
Each block is a single CRM W type logical record. An attached
instance dictionary block has length 15 words (150 characters)
and can hold 5 entries (each entry takes 3 words of storage).
If a block contains fewer than 5 entries, all entries appear
at the beginning of the block and the remaining portion of the
block contains zeros. The following diagram illustrates the
internal format of an attached instance dictionary block.



Attached Instance. Dictionary Block

Room
for 5
entries

\

1 word,

Entry Name

•

-

•

•

•

1 word,
ATOM, BONG, or
DRAWING Name

•

•

•

•

•

i i

15 bits, , 15 bits, ( 30 bits,
Number of Instance WA of associated
entries ' Type: ' data record
in block 1 0 - ATOM I

' 1 - BONG '
0 1 1

( 2 - DRAWING f
m

• • •

1 I
• • •

1 I

1 I

• 1 • 1 •

1 . '

• • •

1 * 1

0 , . ,

High order bits • '
of WA of next ' '
block in die- i " I
tionary (0 if last) . |
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of WA of next i i
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tionary (0 if last) . t
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APPENDIX N

DATA BLOCKS

An entry in an instance or an attached instance dictionary
contains a pointer (a WA value) specifying the location of
the associated data record within the CRM WA mass storage file
(see the diagrams in Appendices L and M). A data record is a
single CRM W type logical record. The length and internal
format of a data record are specified by the appropriate building
block format definition table (see Appendix J). The format
table specifies the location and length of each data field
within the data record. For repeating fields, the format table
specifies the location of a 45-bit repeating field header.
The structure of a repeating field header is as follows:

15 bits, , 30 bits,
Number of elements WA of first sub-block of the

in the field. ' repeating field data block.

A repeating field data block consists of a linked JList of one
or more sub-blocks. The pointer to the head of the list is
contained in the repeating field header within the data record.
Each repeating field sub-block is a single CRM W type logical
record of maximum length 50 words (500 characters). The
following diagram illustrates the internal format of a repeating
field data sub-block.
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Repeating Field Data Sub-Block

15 bits, , 15 bits, , 30 bits,
Index of first Index of last
element in this element in this WA of next sub-block in repeating
sub-block ' sub-block 'field data block (0 if last).

i I

i I

Data area for repeating field elements.
(Maximum 49 words)

The length of each element is specified
in the format definition table.
Elements are packed, left-justified in
the data words.
Elements are not allowed to cross word
boundaries•
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APPENDIX 0

DUMPING GRAPHICAL FILES

All or part of the contents of a CRM WA mass s+jrage file
which is a BAGDAMS graphical file can be dumped to the
OUTPUT file by means of the utility subroutine DUMPGR.

CALL DUMPGRCFIT,NSKIP,NDUMP,IAMOUNT)

FIT CRM FIT for the WA file which is the BAGDAMS
graphical file to be dumped. The file must
already be open for either INPUT or 1-0.

NSKIP Integer, number of WA records to be skipped
over, counting from the beginning of the file,
before dumping is to start. If NSKIPfO no
records are skipped over.

NDUMP = Integer value - Specifies number of WA records
to be dumped.

= 3HALL - All remaining records in the file are
to be dumped.

IAMOUNT = MHFULL - A full dump of file contents is given.

= 4HPART - Record structure (locations and sizes)
is given but contents not dumped.

As an additional convenience, a utility program is available
which can be used for dumping the FULL contents of an entire
BAGDAMS graphical file. This program is executed by means of
the job control statement,

GRDUMP(LFNBAG,LFNOUT)

where LFNBAG is the logical file name of the BAGDAMS graphical
file to be dumped, and LFNOUT is the logical file name of the
file to receive the dump output (default OUTPUT).

As an example, to dump the graphical file which was created and
modified by the two programs listed in Appendix A the following
control cards are used:
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ATTACH(MYHOUSE,ID=MYID)
ATTACH(GRDUMP,ID=MANDC)
GRDUMPCMYHOUSE)

This produces the printed output shown on the following pages



DUMP OF GRAPHICAL PILE MYHOUSE• Si****************************

***FILE REWOUND

•**NO RECORDS SKIPPED OVER

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 000000(50000000000001
02010704011523345733 00000000000000000014

00000000001017 0P00P000000000000000

SS VALUE: 00000000000000000014
5555555555 00000000030000000126
0000000170 000000000000000000

000

RD ADDRESS VALUE: 0000000000000000001
55555555555 00000000030000000

000
000

0000
0000

WORD ADDRESS VALUE: E0000000000000000041
61231657100704172524 00000000020000000234
00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000

***WOBD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000054
27111604172711160755 00000000010000000201
00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 000000000000(K"000<567

00000000000000000041
00000000000000000000

24053024555555555555
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000800

271116041727111606
000000000000000000

44
000000000000000000

11604172711160755
H4171722042201275555
00000000000000000551
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
000P00000000000000P0

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000126
11162611231102140555 0000000036000000730.
00000000000000004230 01301123140516072311

61231657100704172524
00000000000000000335
27111604172711160755
00000000000000000000

000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000147
11162611231102140555 00000000500000007301
00000000000000004230 03100122271104241055
22172401241117165555 00000000000000011314
00000000000001037314

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000170
11162611231102140555 30000000240000007301
00000000000001005614 26052224110305235555

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE; 00000000000000000201
îil§261î?31102140555 00000000500000007301

0000000000000071

0000000000000002730Î 30Î4Î703ÏiÏ623555555

3114170304220155;
00000000000143!

lll\l*lv\V*V*%lll\l\ «"«""«"""373311
***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000234

23011505062201150555 00000000360000007301
00000000000000007030
04042001220115235555

00000000360000007301
26052224140516072410
00000000000001027 374

04171722042201275555
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000

55
00000000040000000251
27111604172711160755
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000

86
141703012411171655

'0000000017330
3140516072410

103
30141703012411171655
00000000000000C17330
23200103055555555555

311?!

0 2217

61231657100704172524
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000

5 VALUE: 00000000000000000322
105225555 00000000620001007374

00000000000000027374 10051107102455555555

**WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000335
06220115055555555555 20171431071716555555
20171431071716555555 00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000

3RD LENGTH:
... B54 00000000000000000067
00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000

RECO1
0000000000000000014
0000000000000000000.
00000000000000000000
0000000000000000

RECORD LENGTH:

0000

RECORD LENGTH:
00000000000000000
00000000000000000

RECORD LENGTH:
27111604172704220127 27111604
00000000000000000427 10172523
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000

RECORD LENGTH:
00000000000000007230 31141703
11162405222601145555
00000000000000024330

L72711160755
Î55555555555

00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000

14111605232431140555
00000000000001017330

129
03141120201116075555

000000004130
240504220155
000000027230

100511P7102411162355

156
250114112431555555
000000000000004030

169

00000000000000007230
03100122100511071024
00000000000000027330

...Mfflimm
2401241117165555

31Î4Ï703012411171655
00000000000000014330
03100122010324052223

RECORD LENGTH:
000000000000B0007214 15012213052255555555

RECORD LENGTH:
00000000000000007201
27110424100422015555
000000000000B0011314
31141703111623555555
0000P000000000034330

RECORD
00000000000000007202
2611C527555555555555

J17030422015
000000000000000
220506140503245
000000000000000
22172401240 511162355

L10172214051607241055
00000000000001017330

RECORD LEN

00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000

210
23243114055555555555
00000000000000037374

221
00000000000000000000
0000000PI00000000
0000000000000000

RECORD
00000000010000001014
0000000P000000O000C0
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
000Ô0000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00B000000000E0000000

00000000(1000000000
000000000000000000
0000000000000000—
0000000000000000--
000000000(90000000000

RECORD LENGTH:
000800000000000173 36 271104241055555555
20221103055555555555 0000000P0000000473

RECORD LENGTH:
032

0000000000000
0000000000000

03221723230201225555
--0000000000000000-

200

100

300

160

160

260

120

400

100

400

CD

I



00000
00000

000000000000 00000000
000000000000 0000000000000000000

0000000000000000 0000000000000000000
***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000406

00004000000000000000 00012000000041100000
262

0000H000
00000H0BBUBUBUHL-

ee 00
000000000000110000000 00
000000001300000000000 00000000000000000000

RECORD LENGTH:

000000à0000§0§0000000000000000 77777777000000000000 77777777777777llh RECORD LENGTH:
'770000 00000000777777770000

***WORD ADDRESS
000040000000 "««Si 00000000000000000420

0 000040000000423000000000

"WORD ADDRESS V A U U D * w u w r-v v u *• *• *>t> v *• *Jw* *. J
00001000040000000000 00000000400000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 0000000000000000042720171431071716555555
00000000020000000517
0000000000000001002
-0000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
0030000000

272

77777777400000000000

279
0000013
000005

RECORD LENGTH:

RECORD LENGTH:

00000000

00000000000000000000
0000000B000000000000
00000000000000000000

•**WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000
00004000000000000000 " -

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE:
00001000120000000000
00000000000000000000

***WQRD.ADDRE3S. „ „ „ - - - - -
v 777

000000000000000
000120000000503

100
100(11!

000503
00000000

00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000(100

320

00
10
00
00000

h
00

00000000000000'
__00000000000000_

.00000000000000000
000000000000000000
000000000000000000

72755555555

_00000000B00000
00000000000000000000

RECORD LENGTH:

7777777700000
323 RECORD LENGTH:
0000000 77777777777777770000 00000000777777770000

000000

mm
70000

30
05252525600000000000 525252523213505

REÇO
"700

LENGTH:

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE:
2711160417270401240
000000600000

- 27111604172711160617
0 000000001)00000000000
0 00000000000000000000

***W0RD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000537
00002000000054500000 15354121430000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000545
B000100802000B000000 27111414110523552711

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000551
22171706555555555555 20171431071716555555
"01714310717165555"

" 30006

00001000010000000537
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000

17167442641625402031

16041727550317575555

361
00000000000
00000000633
72735555555
"201275555
00000BBHB

0000000000000000
"00000000000000

000000
000000

CORD LENGTH:
0000 I

000000000000 I
000000000000 I

000000000000

RECORD L!
17167442641625402031

H:

000
000

0000000006000
2711160417273
2711160417270
0000000002000
00000000000000000771
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
0000P000000000000000

45160000000000000

RECORD LENGTH:

RECORD LENGTH:
27011414555555555555
27111604172704220127
00000000020000000721
00000000000000000764
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000

***WORD AD!
0000100

RESS VALUE: 000000000000000(10625
100000000000 0200000040000000000

**WORD ADDRESS VALUE:
00004000000000000J00

00000000000000000633
00010000000063600000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000636 ...
00001000100000000000 10000000400000000000 1F00000B000000000000 70000000000000000000 70000000400000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE:
00000000000000000000

000
7
0000000000000644
777777777777770000

402

405
000K

411

414
0000
420

RECORD LENGTH:

RECORD LENGTH:
000000 02000(1

RECORD LENGTH:

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000651
14B1B205145555555555 240S3024555555555555
000000000100B00007H1 00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000671

00002000000000000671
00000000000(100000000
00000000000000000000

^RECORD LENGTH:

RECORD LENGTH:
12000000200000000000

RECORD LENGTH:
27111604172704012401 27111604172711160617
00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000 00000000000000000000

RECORD LENGTH:

20

60

20

30

400

20

60

40

150

50

30

400

20

50

20

50

40

150

40

H1



07000000160000000000 03000000030000000000 04000000000000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000676
00001000020000000000 01270061000000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000701
00003000000070700000 32364143370000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000707
00001000030000000000 20011417242423550116

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 000000000(10000000714
000000000000 7777777777777777000»

ID ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000721
13205145555555555 240530245555555555

. , itDiio UHIJUL ;
14613205145555555555
00000H00010B0000075"
0000000000000000000

24053024555555555555
00000000000000
00080000000fl00

***WORD ADDRESS

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE
100000003500000000

«WORD ADDRESS VALUE!
00004000000060000000

446

17177000000000000000

00000000000000001002
"0012000000100500000

00002000000067600000

RECORD LENGTH:

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000741
26000000150000000000 03000000030000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 000P000000B0000P0746
00001000020000000000 01270062000000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 000000000000BBSÇIP751
00003000000075700000 32364135410000000000

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000757
00001000030000000000 20011417242423550116

VALUE: 00000000000000000764
77777777777777770000

00000000000000000771
0 03000000040000000000

All
17206101422335136152

3C0RD
04 550417171411242414 05555555555555

RECORD
555555

00606440000000000000

LENGTH:

460
25000000100000000000

465
00002000000000000741
00000000000000000000
0000g«00es'088ee000E0

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000000776
00001000100000000000 01150131004001100117

481
04000000000000000000

486

489
17204117676355442642

495
04550417171411242414

500
15000000010000000000

505
04000000000000000080

51«i
0125012201050000

514

"•WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000001005
00001000120000000000 65252525272135060000
65252525272135060

***WORD ADDRESS VALUE: 00000000000000001014
00001651400032666000 00000000000000000000

***END OF INFORMATION ENCOUNTERED

***NUMBER OF RECORDS DUMPED: 4 7

END OF DUHP OF GRAPHICAL FILE MYHOUSE

RECORD LENGTH:
12000000120000000000

RECORD
27111604172704012401
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000

REC
00002000000074600000

RECORD

RECORD
17204117676355442642

RECORD
05555555555555555555

27111604172711160617
00000000000000000000
00000000000000000000

LENGTH:

LENGTH:

LENGTH :
00520040000000000000

LENGTH:

RECORD
14000000260000000000

RE
0001000000007760

LENGTH:

LENGTH :

RECORD LENGTH:

RECORD LENGTH:

517
72525251272135060000 72525251350564270000 65252525350564270000

RECORD LENGTH:

20

50

40

40

150

20

50

40

40

40

30

20

60

30

I

I-1
M
oo

I
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APPENDIX P

DISPLAYING DRAWINGS

This appendix describes some display subroutines which were
developed for use in a batch environment graphics system called
SEMBEGSC6]. Their descriptions are included here because they
make extensive use of BAGDAMS and provide another example of
its use.

a) DISPLGR

A single DRAWING within a BAGDAMS graphical file can be
displayed upon the hardware device of the user's choice
by means of the subroutine DISPLGR.

CALL DISPLGR(FIT,NAMDRA,IDEVICE,DEVFIT,IERFLAG)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file containing the DRAWING to be displayed.
The FIT must already have been established
and the file opened through calls to FILEGR
and OPENGR.

NAMDRA The name associated with the DRAWING to be
displayed.

IDEVICE The name of the device on which the DRAWING
is to be displayed, in H format. Acceptable
values are:

7HCALC0MP CALCOMP 10 inch drum pen plotter.
7HCOMP4 20 COMPUTER 42 0 storage tube display.
7HHP2648A HEWLETT-PACKARD 2648A raster

display.
8HTEK4002A TEKTRONIX 4002A/1+006 storage

tube display.
7HTEK4015 TEKTRONIX 4014/4015 storage

tube display.

DEVFIT If IDEVICE is not 7HCALCOMP:
CRM FIT for the file which is to receive the
device dependent instructions for displaying
the DRAWING. DEVFIT must already have been
established through a call to FILESQ (see
[2,3]), but the file left closed. The call to
FILESQ should only have specified the logical
file name, LFN, and perhaps the other para-
meters allowed for FILEGR (see Part II,
Section 3(a)).
If IDEVICE equals 7HCALC0MP:
DEVFIT is ignored. Instead, the device
dependent file called PLOT must be declared
in the PROGRAM statement,
PROGRAM PR0GNAM(...,PLOT,...)
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IERFLAG Integer, returns a flag indicating the
result of the routine's execution:

0 - DRAWING successfully displayed.
1 - Specified DRAWING not found.
2 - Specified device not recognized.

DISPLGR does not modify any of the BAGDAMS Status Table
CURRENT parameters. Thus, the logical position of the
BAGDAMS graphical file remains the same upon return from
DISPLGR as it was prior to calling the subroutine.

When generating the device dependent instructions for
displaying the drawing specified by NAMDRA, any BONG
instances within the drawing are ignored and hence do not
affect the resulting display. Only instances of those ATOMS
which DISPLGR recognizes will be translated so as to produce
a displayed image. Any unrecognized ATOM instances will be
ignored.- At present, DISPLGR only recognizes three ATOMS -
,POLYGON, TEXT, and AXIS. These are discussed in Section (b)
below. Also, DISPLGR only recognizes one TRANSFORM, called
WINDOWING. Hence, the placement of any subdrawings within
the DRAWING specified by NAMDRA must be described using
instances of the WINDOWING TRANSFORM. Otherwise the sub-
drawing will be ignored rather than displayed. The WINDOWING
TRANSFORM is also described in Section (b) below.

The mapping of the DRAWING specified by NAMDRA onto the
physical display surface of the device specified by IDEVICE
can be regarded as a three step process. As explained in
Section (b) below, and in Part I, Section 2 above, the
standard drawing area assumed by the definitions of the
POLYGON, TEXT,, and AXIS ATOMS is two-dimensional with both
x- and y-coordinate values integral in the range 0 to 2^-l.
DISPLGR .assumes that this is the space upon which the DRAWING
specified by NAMDRA is defined'. ,

The first step in the mapping process involves mapping a
selected rectangular portion of the drawing area, called the
drawing window, onto a selected rectangular portion, called
the display viewport, within an imaginary display area (see
Figure PI below). The coordinate ranges for the imaginary
display area are the same as for the standard drawing area,
•0 to 224-l in both the x- and y-directions. By default,
DISPLGR maps the entire standard drawing area onto the entire
imaginary display area.

In the second step of the mapping process the imaginary display
area, is given physical dimensions. This operation can be
regarded as a mapping of the entire imaginary display area
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(WXMAX,WYMAX

DRAWING
WINDOW

\

WXMIN,WYMM)

STANDARD DRAWING AREA

\ \
\

M 0 , 0 )
s \

N S N

N x ^ IMAGINARY DISPLAY AREA

\

Vv(VXMAX,VYl4x)

\
DISPLAY

VIEWPORT^

• HORLENGTH

VERTLENGTH

' DISPLAY AREA / '
1 (Scaled, if necessary,1

to fit on physical , U N U S E D
display surface) , S U R F A C E

I AREA

-.!•*•

PHYSICAL DISPLAY SURFACE

Figure P I : Mapping Process Used by DISPLGR.
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onto an imaginary sheet of paper of specified dimensions.
By default, DISPLGR assumes that the imaginary display area
has physical dimensions 250 mm by 250 mm.

The third and final step in the mapping process involves
mapping the imaginary display area onto the physical display
surface of the device specified by IDEVICE. The lower left
corner of the imaginary display area is always mapped onto
the lower left corner of the physical display surface. If
the physical display surface is sufficiently large, the
entire imaginary display area will be displayed at the size
specified by its physical dimensions. Otherwise the entire
imaginary display area will be scaled so as to fit on the
physical display surface.

Figure PI summarizes the mapping process. To summarize the
default operation, the entire DRAWING specified by NAMDRA is
displayed at a size of 250 mm by 250 mm (cr on the largest
square area that will fit on the physical display surface).

If desired, the user can exercise considerable control over
the mapping .and display process used by DISPLGR. This is
done by storing appropriate values in the fields of a BONG
instance within, a special DRAWING, called [SN.HGDOUT, which
is recognized by DISPLGR. DISPLGR looks within the [SN.HGDOUT
DRAWING for an instance of the [SN.HGDOUT BONG having the same
name as the DRAWING to be displayed, as specified by NAMDRA.
If such an instance does not exist, or if the [SN.HGDOUT
DRAWING itself does not exist within the BAGDAMS graphical
file, DISPLGR assumes default values for the mapping and
display parameters. The [SN.HGDOUT BONG format definition
is as follows : • •

Field Name . .Field Length (in bits, minus indicates repeating
field)

.SAMEFRAME • 1
QUALITY 2
HORLENGTH 24
VERTLENGTH 2 4
VIEW • -24
DDPARAMS -60

.SAMEFRAME Indicates whether the DRAWING specified by NAMDRA
is to be displayed upon a clean physical display
surface, or is to be superimposed upon what is
already displayed on the physical display surface:
=0 ' (Default) display DRAWING on a clean physical

display surface.
=1 Superimpose DRAWING on what is already displayed.
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QUALITY Indicates the desired quality of the resulting
display. At present, the QUALITY parameter
mainly affects the display of TEXT ATOM instances:
=0 (Default) Low quality. The first character

of a TEXT string will be located at the proper
position, but the character size, character
spacing, and string orientation will depend
upon the hardware capabilities of the chosen
display device.

=1 Medium quality. Each character in a TEXT
string will be located at the proper position
but the size and orientation of the individual
characters will depend upon the hardware
capabilities of the chosen display device.

=2 High quality. Each character in a TEXT string
will be located at the proper position, drawn at
the correct size and orientation. In general,
this means that each character is software
generated.

HORLENGTH Width of imaginary display area in units of
0.01 mm. Default HORLENGTH=2 5000=2 50 mm.
The default value is also used if HORLENGTH=0.

VERTLENGTH Height of imaginary display area in units of
0.01 mm. Default VERTLENGTH=2 5000H2 50 mm. The
default value is also used if VERTLENGTH=0.

VIEW Contains the parameters defining the window to
viewport mapping from the standard drawing area
to the imaginary display area (see Figure PI):
VIEW(1)EWXMIN Left side of drawing window.

Default WXMIN=0.
VIEW(2)E=WXMAX Right side of drawing window.

Default WXMAX=224-1. The default
value is also used if WXMAX=0.

VIEW(3)HWYMIN Bottom side of drawing window.
Default WYMIN=0.

VIEW(4)sWYMAX Top side of drawing window.
Default WYMAX=224-1. The default
value is also used if WYMAX=0.

VIEW(5)5VXMIN Left side of display viewport.
Default VXMIN=0.

VIEW(6)=VXMAX Right side of display viewport.
Default VXMAX=22I+-1. The default
value is also used if VXMAX=0.

VIEW(7)=VYMIN Bottom side of display viewport.
Default VYMIN=0.

VIEW(8)=VYMAX Top side of display viewport.
Default VYMAX=224-1. The default
value is also used if VYMAX=0.



DDPARAMS This field can be used to specify certain
device dependent parameter values. These
parameters allow special device dependent
hardware to be used:
DDPARAMS(1) Contains the name of the device

to which the device dependent
parameters apply. The device
dependent parameters will only
have effect if DDPARAMS(1) contains
the same name as IDEVICE.

DDPARAMS(2) - DDPARAMS(6) Up to five words of
device dependent parameter values.
The allowed values depend, of
course, upon the device named by
DDPARAMS(1):
DDPARAMS(1) Allowed Parameters
7HTEK4015 9HAUT0PRINT

DISPLGR does some limited error checking on the values
stored in the fields of the [SN.HGDOUT BONG instance. In
particular, if a window or viewport minimum boundary value
is greater than the corresponding maximum boundary value,
DISPLGR will switch them so that they are ordered properly.
It also makes adjustments if the values are equal.

Any portion of the DRAWING specified by NAMDRA which lies
outside the drawing window will not be visible on the
physical display surface. DISPLGR clips the graphical
data' against the drawing window boundaries.

Special care must be exercised when specifying SAMEFRAME=1,
i.e. when superimposing DRAWINGS on the same physical display
surface. Remember that the third step in the DISPLGR mapping
process may or may not involve scaling the imaginary display
area, depending upon the size of the physical display surface
of the chosen device. This means that different results
may occur depending upon the device being used. For
example, say a large imaginary display area is superimpose
upon a small imaginary display area. (The size of an
imaginary display area is that specified by HORLENGTH anr
VERTLENGTH.) If the physical display surface of the
chosen device is sufficiently large to hold the large
imaginary display area, neither imaginary display area ill
be scaled. On the other hand, if the physical display surface
is larger than the small imaginary display area but smaller
than the large imaginary display area, the large imaginary
display area will be scaled. Clearly, the resulting composite
display will differ from that obtained in the previous
situation. Unless one is unconcerned about this differential
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scaling effect in composite displays, care should be
taken to ensure that all imaginary display areas used
in producing a composite display are of the same size.

b) Building Blocks Recognized by DISPLGR

DISPLGR can correctly display any DRAWING which is
described in terms of the building blocks which it
recognizes. At present, DISPLGR only recognizes three
ATOMS, called POLYGON, TEXT, and AXIS, and one TRANSFORM,
called WINDOWING.

The POLYGON, TEXT, and AXIS ATOMS, and the WINDOWING
TRANSFORM are all two-dimensional graphical building
blocks. They allow DRAWINGS to be defined on a two-
dimensional standard drawing area. The standard drawing
area has integral x- and y- coordinate ranges from 0 to
224-1. The physical area represented by the standard
drawing area, i.e. the physical distance between adjacent
points in the x-direction and in the y-direction, can
vary from DRAWING to DRAWING. Since the imaginary display
area used in the DISPLGR mapping process has physical
dimensions associated with it (refer to Section (a) and
Figure PI above), if it is assumed that the drawing
window has the same physical dimensions as the display
viewport, it is always possible to perform the inverse
mapping from the imaginary display area to the standard
drawing area in order to determine the physical size
of the standard drawing area for any DRAWING of interest.

1. POLYGON ATOM

The POLYGON ATOM is used to describe a series of connected
line segments. A series of N connected line segments is
specified by N+l vertex coordinate values: the first line
segment joins the first vertex to the second vertex; the
second line segment joins the second vertex to the third
vertex; ...; the Nth line segment joins the Nth vertex to
the (N+l)th vertex. The vertices can be marked with a
symbol, and the style of the line segments joining the
vertices can be specified. In particular, the line segments
can be made invisible so that only the marker symbols at
the vertices appear. If only one vertex is specified, it
will be marked with the specified symbol but no line
segments will be visible. Figure P2 illustrates the general
form of a POLYGON., indicating the POLYGON ATOM parameters.
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WIDTH HEIGHT

(VERTICES(3),
VERTICES(4))

(VERTICES(1),VERTICES(2))

ROTATION

Figure P2: POLYGON ATOM Parameters

The POLYGON ATOM format definition is as follows:

Field Name Field Length (in bits, minus indicates
repeating field)

INVISIBLE 1
LINESTYLE 12
MARKER -12
VERTICES -24

INVISIBLE =0' (Default) The POLYGON ATOM is visible and
will be displayed by DISPLGR.

=1 The POLYGON ATOM is invisible and will be
ignored by DISPLGR.

LINESTYLE At present, only two line styles are recognized:
=0 (Default) The line segments joining the

vertices are invisible.
.̂ 0 The line segments are simple, solid lines.

MARKER Contains the parameters defining the symbol
to be used in marking each vertex. If the MARKER
field is empty, i.e. if the number of repetitions
is zero (default), the vertices will not be marked
with a symbol. Otherwise:
MARKER(l) Contains the Modified ASCII Character

Code for the marker symbol. Figure P3
shows the Modified ASCII Character Codes
and their associated graphic symbols.
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MARKERC2),MARKER(3)5WIDTH Together, MARKERC2)
and MARKERC3) specify the width of
the marker symbol, in the range 0 to
224-l. MARKER(2) holds the high order
12 bits and MARKERC3) holds the low
order 12 bits of the WIDTH value.

MARKERS),MARKER(5)=HEIGHT Together, MARKERC+) and
MARKERC5) specify the height of the
marker symbol, in the range 0 to 221+_i,
MARKERCO holds the high order 12 bits
and MARKERC5) holds the low order
12 bits of the HEIGHT value.

MARKER(6)=R0TATI0N Counter clockwise rotation of
the marker symbol about the lower left
corner of its surrounding rectangle,
in units of 0.1 degrees. 0<.ROTATION<3 6 00.

MARKER(7),MARKER(8)=XOFF Together, MARKER(7) and
MARKER(8) specify the X-direction offset
of lower left corner of the marker symbol's
surrounding rectangle from the POLYGON
vertex, in the range -223-l to +223-l.
MARKERC7) holds the high order 12 bits
and MARKER(8) holds the low order 12 bits
of the 24 bit one's complement XOFF value.

MARKERO) ,MARKER(10)=YOFF Analogous to XOFF above,
but in the Y-direction.

VERTICES Contains the XY-coordinate values of vertices of
the POLYGON. VERTICES (2*1-1) contains the
X-coordinate of the Ith vertex. VERTICES(2*I)
contains the Y-coordinate of the Ith vertex. All
coordinates are in the range 0 to 22lt-l, i.e. each
vertex is an absolute location in the standard
drawing area.
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Figure P3: Modified ASCII Character Codes and Associated Graphie Symbols
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2. TEXT ATOM

The TEXT ATOM is used to describe a string of characters
having a specified size, location, and orientation.
Figure P4 illustrates the general form of a TEXT string,
indicating the TEXT ATOM parameters.

S! XL0CATI0N, YL0CATI0N )

Figure P4: TEXT ATOM Parameters

The TEXT ATOM format definition is as follows:

Cin bits, minus ind:
repeating field)

Field Name

INVISIBLE
XLOCATION
YLOCATION
CHARWIDTH
CHARHEIGHT
ROTATION
SPACE
CHARACTERS

Field Length

1
24
24
24
24
12
24
-12
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INVISIBLE =0 (Default) The TEXT ATOM is visible and
will be displayed by DISPLGR.

=1 The TEXT ATOM is invisible and will be
ignored by DISPLGR.

XLOCATION, Location of the lower left corner of the
YLOCATION surrounding rectangle of the first character

in the string, within the standard drawing
area.

OHARWIDTH Width of each character in the string, in
the range 0 to 224-l.

CHARHEIGHT Height of each character in the string, in
the range 0 to 224-l.

ROTATION Counter clockwise rotation of the TEXT string
about the point (XLOCATION,YLOCATION), in
units of 0.1 degrees. O^ROTATION<36 00.

SPACE Distance between the lower left corners of the
surrounding rectangles of adjacent characters
in the string, in the range 0 to 2^-1.

CHARACTERS Contains the Modified ASCII Character Codes
for the characters in the TEXT string.
CHARACTERS(I) contains the Ith character of
the string. Figure P3 shows the Modified
ASCII Character Codes and their associated
graphic symbols.

3. AXIS ATOM

The AXIS ATOM is used to describe a line segment having
regularly spaced tick marks along it, such as the axis of
a graph. All of the ticks are of equal length. Figure P5
illustrates the general form of an AXIS, indicating the
AXIS ATOM parameters.
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ROTATION
feT

V— (XLOCATION,YLOCATION)

Figure P5: AXIS ATOM Parameters

The AXIS ATOM format definition is as follows:

•Field Name Field Length (in bits)

INVISIBLE
XLOCATION
YLOCATION
AXISLENGTH
INTERVAL
OFFSET
TICKLENGTH
ROTATION

INVISIBLE

1
24
24
24
24
24
24
12

=0 (Default)

XLOCATION,
YLOCATION

AXISLENGTH

INTERVAL

OFFSET

will be displayed by DISPLGR.
=1 The AXIS ATOM is invisible and will be

ignored by DISPLGR.

Location of the starting point of the AXIS,
within the standard drawing area.

24Total length of the AXIS, in the range 0 to 2 - 1

Distance between adjacent ticks along the AXIS,
in the range 0 to 224_i.

Distance from the starting point of the AXIS
to the first tick, in the range 0 to 22l*-l.
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TICKLENGTH Length of each tick on the AXIS, in the
range 0 to 22I+-1.

ROTATION Counter clockwise rotation of the AXIS
about the starting point, in units of 0.1
degrees. 0«ROTATION<3600.

H. WINDOWING TRANSFORM

The WINDOWING TRANSFORM is used to describe the placement
of a subdrawing within a larger DRAWING. A selected
rectangular portion of the subdrawing can be mapped to a
selected rectangular region in the larger DRAWING. This
mapping is quite similar to the window to viewport mapping
used in the first step of the mapping process of DISPLGR,
as described in Section (a) above. However, the WINDOWING
TRANSFORM is more general than the simple window to viewport
mapping in that it allows both the window and the viewport
to be rotated, the window contents can appear mirrored in
the viewport, and clipping data to the window boundaries is
optional. Figure P6 illustrates the general form of a
WINDOWING TRANSFORM, indicating the WINDOWING TRANSFORM
parameters.

STANDARD DRAWING AREA
OF SUBDRAWING

JROTATEDRA

^XLOCDRA,YLOCDRAT

STANDARD DRAWING AREA , u ,u

OF LARGER DRAWING £2 -1,2 -1)

Oc,0)

ROTATEINS

(XLOCINS,YLOCINS)

^-(0,0)

Figure P6: WINDOWING TRANSFORM Parameters
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The WINDOWING TRANSFORM format definition is as follows:

Field Name

INVISIBLE
CLIPPING
XLOCDRA
YLOCDRA
WIDTHDRA
HEIGHTDRA
ROTATEDRA
REFLECT
XLOCINS
YLOCINS
WIDTHINS
HEIGHTINS
ROTATEINS

INVISIBLE =0

Field Length

1
1
24
24
24
24
12
1
24
24
24
24
12

(Default) The !
and will be displayed by DISPLGR.

=1 The subdrawing instance is invisible and
will be ignored by DISPLGR.

CLIPPING =0 (Default) The graphical data in the sub-
drawing will not be clipped against the
window boundary.

=1 Clipping is performed against the window
boundary.

XLOCDRA, Location of the lower left corner of the
YLOCDRA window within the standard drawing area of

the subdrawing.

WIDTHDRA Width of the window, in the range 0 to 2 - 1 .
IL

HEIGHTDRA Height of the window, in the range 0 to 2 - 1 .

ROTATEDRA Counter clockwise rotation of the window about
the point (XLOCDRA,YLOCDRA), in units of 0.1
degrees, 0<_ROTATEDRA<3600.

REFLECT =0 (Default) The contents of the window are
not mirrored.

=1 The graphical data is mirrored by reflecting
it about the line through the middle of the
window parallel to the left and right
window boundaries.

XLOCINS, Location of the lower left corner of the viewport
YLOCINS within the standard drawing area of the

current DRAWING.
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WIDTHINS Width of the viewport, in the range
0 to 224 _ i .

HEIGHTINS Height of the viewport, in the range
0 to 224 - 1 .

ROTATEINS Counter clockwise rotation of the viewport
about the point (XLOCINS,YLOCINS), in units
of 0.1 degrees. 0<ROTATEINS<3600.

c) Utility Subroutine FINITGR

FINITGR is a utility subroutine used for defining the
formats of the most commonly used BAGDAMS building blocks.
It relieves the BAGDAMS user of the burden of having to
call FSAVEGR directly for all of the common building blocks
which are used in virtually every BAGDAMS application. The
common building blocks are those recognized by DISPLGR,
the POLYGON, TEXT, and AXIS ATOMS, and the WINDOWING
TRANSFORM, as discussed in Section (b) above. In addition,
FINITGR defines the format of the CSN.HGDOUT BONG, and begins
the definition of the [SN.HGDOUT DRAWING. Both of these
are used very frequently in conjunction with DISPLGR (see
Section (a) above).

CALL FINITGR(FIT,WHICH)

FIT BAGDAMS FIT associated with the graphical
file being processed. The FIT must already
have been established and the file opened
through calls to FILEGR <=.nd OPENGR.

WHICH Specifies which set of building block formats
is to be defined. At present, the only
acceptable value is 3HALL, which means that
the POLYGON ATOM, TEXT ATOM, AXIS ATOM,
WINDOWING TRANSFORM and [SN.HGDOUT BONG formats
are defined through the appropriate calls to
FSAVEGR, and the definition of the [SN.HGDOUT
DRAWING is begun with a call to DSAVEGR.

d) Utility Subroutine ENQIRGR

ENQIRGR is a utility subroutine used for determining
certain device dependent properties of any of the devices
supported by the display handler system, DISPLGR.
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CALL ENQIRGRCÏDEVICE,PROPRTY,VALUE,IERFLAG)

IDEVICE Contains, in H format, the name of the
device being enquired about. Acceptable
values are 7HCALCOMP,7HCOMP420,7HHP2648A,
8HTEK4002A, 7HTEK4015 (see DISPLGR in
Section (a) above).

PROPRTY Contains, in H format, the name of the
property being enquired about. Acceptable
values are :

8HPHYSAREA Enquire about the size of the
physical display surface available when
a clean surface is being used
(SAMEFRAME=O) in DISPLGR.

7HCURAREA Enquire about the size of the
physical display surface available when
superimposing a new display upon what
has already been displayed (SAMEFRAME=1)
in DISPLGR.

VALUE Returns the requested information. Exactly
what, and how much information is returned
depends upon the property being enquired
about.
For PR0PRTY=8HPHYSAREA:

VALUE is a two word real array. VALUE(l)
describes the horizontal width of the
display surface, and VALUEC2) describes
the vertical height, in mm. If 7ALUE(i)=0,
the surface is infinite in that direction.

For PR0PRTY=7HCURAREA:
VALUE is the same as above for PR0PRTY=
8HPHYSAREA.

IERFLAG Returns a flag indicating the result of the
routine's execution:
=0 Requested information has been success-

fully retrieved.
=1 Specified device is not recognized.
=2 Specified property is not recognized.
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